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Abstract

This research uses multi-attribute utility theory (MALJT) to define a mathematical

representation of a decision maker's utiit• y .nrnt.•l.th r i tehn ile vtl'em. While

developing the survey instrument, we focused on making it simpler to admi"ister.

primarily by eliminating the use of lottery questions. These simplifications enabled us to
d •..•,. o iu ,, I• ,w e% t in, ii~l rc Fr• r a r itbl pr -r nm n la v

shorten our inteniew with the de";on ..... t' o 0,, 1-9 hc,,rc frU. a rh Vo.-leV

model.

The MAUT model gives National Air Intelligence Center ('NAIC) analysts the
ability to rank order satellite syst.. .u.sing +te. ce e Ae of "utle"

This tool allows a meaningful comparison of vastly different satellites.

Properly prioritized launch of space assets will be key to maintaining our

capabilities in the long term. The ordeiin2 metho^dology of. t'hi;s mo•odel was . t.. "'nd o a

multi-criterion optimization (MCO) problem to demonstrate its potential use in prioritizing,

and scheduling limited launch resources.
The results of these two case StIUdCS ^,,d ,u- t.o rem.r, , , , . .

develop some characterizations of a theoretical group utility function Most complex

decisions are made by groups rather than by an individual. This research concludes with

some insights on the impact of an individual'S U-e11....e.... a d.^ccIsIVII • ., 1s u..imat%.

made by the group

Lx
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A .MULTI-ATTRIBUTE-UTiLITY-THEORY MODErL'"" THAT

MINIMIZES INTERVIEW-DATA REQUIREMENTS:
A CONSOLIDATION OF SPACE LAUNCH DECISIONS

I. Introduction

i.1 Theoretical Background

One of the limitations in applying multi-attribute utility theory to actual decision

problems lies in the survey process. For a fairly large model the survey required to

capture the decision maker's (DM) preference st'uc'"r ;s ,xc,,,i;,,,•, ,,,. ,

contains questions and methodologies which are very difficult to understand. In

particular. the use of the lotten, questions, characteristic of NLAUT, in the survey is quite

cumbersome Typically, binary .ott.e, qu..tio.n. *ronnpose -a .folow... Th ..i.g..

two outcomes. A and B. such that the probability that A occurs isp and the probability

that B occurs is I-p The DM is then asked to specitN. C such that he is indifferent

between obtaining C with certainty and t,, o..com.. _p.of the lte .t,, ..... ;cnn . a.V M%•.. -J!,It, V k U jjj%. JVkk%.•,) L AV", 4L%'%.11 ' '

be graphically represented as shown in Figure 1.1.

- AC "

B

Figure 1.1 Lottery Question

Problems with this method quickly become apparent whe.. W, ,.king ,, a w illr

who is not familiar with MAUTl A ereat deal of time must be spent by the interviewer in
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an attempt to make the DM fee! comfrortale with thA quAetinnc heino akerd. The,

interviewer must review the axioms of probability and thoroughly introduce the lottery

concept to the DM. The survey takes a great deal of time to complete (sometimes days)

and too often the DM never completely vnrirtannrk the, miotctinnc hp iq %nleruino Ac a

result, the DM loses confidence in the model that is being developed. A simpler method is

needed to make the survey simpler and shorter.

1.2 Applications

Rather than confine our research to only theoretical interests, we chose to apply

the theory we developed to a model th",at could be used as a reaol decisi•n, -,nd ,ia, . tool.

We concentrated on developing a model for evaluating satellite systems. The model, using

our improved multi-attribute utility theory, was used for two case studies. One focused
on satellite analysis by intelligence epenrts, , .whi.. the othr 2AAddrese la.. nch.. sch.. d.i.

and prioritization of the Titan IV launch vehicle

Analysts at the National Air Intelligence Center (NAIC) at Wright-Patterson AFB,

OH, assemble data to assess the space capabilite ,,,f.feg ato.,. oweer,,,,, ;it ;i often,

difficult to compare systems which differ vastly, as there is no common measurement tool.

Analysts would like to place a "value" on a satellite relative to other satellites, but have no
means to a compare a communications s" a " C- 1Itit e .rom .. .""- fo e-.. .. ,;*,Ah '"

early warning satellite from another. One solution was to build and use a MAUT model to

assess the utilities of the satellites. The satellites could then be compared using the

common utile scale of the muti-attribute utility function.

Prioritizing space launch continues to be a major concern in the current

environment of limited resources. Space missions have conflicting requirements for

building and replenishing satellite constellations. Launch schedullers f.c. t, d.ilemuma o•

scheduling resources that cannot accommodate all of the space community's launch needs

1-2



A useful tool in this process would be a MAUT model that can be used to assess the

utilities of the proposed satellites to be launched. The model's results can then be used in

a multi-criterion optimization (MCO) problem to , maximi thze total 1 V•,,., of te a,,W,,L,,.a

launched using constrained launch resources.

1.3 Problem Statement

The problem was to build a .,AUT model that could be used to assess the utility

of a space system The model needed to be flexible enough to be used in our two case

studies.

In the first case stud, we used the model to determine utilities and rank order a set

of foreign satellites and determined whether the model rankings match the informed

opinions of the intelligence experts at NAIC.

In the second case study we used the model to determine the utilities of a set of

satellites launched by the 5th Space Launch Squadron (5 SLS) at Cape Canaveral AFS.

FL, using the Titan IV launch vehicle. The model's results were then used in a MCO

problem to generate a theoretical sejectinn of launches and a notional proCess.inS schedule.

In developing the survey instrument for the model, we integrated existing multi-

attribute utility theories to simplify the survey. In particular, eliminating the use of'lottery

questions was our primary goal.

1.4 Problem Scope

Research and analysis was limited to the unc!assified Ievel Due to potential

classification concerns, the designations for many of the satellites whose utilities were

assessed in the case studies was omitted. This does not represent any limitation to our

research. We were not concerned -ith the _actua] -satellitps, only that the rn()iMl'% nntnut
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accurately reflected the preferences of the DM in each case study The DM in each case

study selected the satellites that were assessed.

1.5 Research Approach

This research used a phased, analyst-directed approach (6:63). We constructed a

model of the decision maker's preferences based on his responses to a systematically

administered survey. The results of the survey were then used to construct a

multiattribute utility function.

Prior to developing a survey, a set of criteria was proposed that adequately

describe what satellite attributes are c-nsidre€rod ;in asessino itc ;s,., An initial ret was

adopted and then modified through consultation with experts working with space systems.

The survey itself was also used to verify that the criterion set was acceptable.

Satellite data was then added to the ,mode! to obhtali;n A c-Ardinni rnnk ,rderina nf the

sateilites. The model rankings were then compared to the ranking predicted by the DM.

A linear programming model was developed to represent the Titan IV launch

process. The MAUT model results were ,used with this model to form.late a MCQ

problem to optimize the total utility of the satellites selected for launch and to build a

notional processing schedule.
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11. Theoretical Background

In this chapter, we will outline some oi L,,Crnulic t o Uke1yUI ,LAUJA

concepts that are necessary to develop and test our model. We'll discuss the conditions

that allow us to create a multicriteria utility function that adequately describes the decision

maker's preferences.

2.1 Pareto Preference

Basic to multicriteria theory is the concept of Pareto preference. Simaply stated, it

is the idea that "the more of something there is the better off we feel " This has an

intuitive feel--we prefer more money. more clothes, more food, etc. When selecting

criteria in an optimization problem, it seems natural to assume Pareto Preference for the

criteria. However, this leads us into a trap.

2.1.1 Unbounded Problem. Consider the example given by Po-Lung Yu

(35:184), where a person states that he is willing to work on Sunday, if'he's paid more

than $50 per hour. Clearly, the person is making a trade off between leUisure time and

money. It seems plausible that Pareto preference holds; that is, he prefers more money

and more leisure time. Suppose we wish to formulate a value function, of the form:

[(A) iRf, - AJ. (2-1)

wheref, andf- are the value finctions for money and lekisre time, and the ..Xs are

weighting factors. Now we wish to find the optimal point (maximum) for this person. If

Pareto preference holds, then this is an unbounded problem, as Yu points out. In fact, Yu

warns that, in general, we can't use a value •.inction to renresent Pareto preferences

(35:98).
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2.1.2 Bounding the Criteria. This does not stop us from using the concept

of Pareto preference in our model. The problem lies in the unboundedness of the

optimization problem. Hence we concern ourselves with bounding the criteria. n, Other

words. is there a point, xn - v(xj), such that if we increase x further. v(x) no Ionier

increases? We look at two types of cases where this occurs.

Take the case where we measure a system's value by its level of mission

accomplishment. As we increase the level of m rin accr.r.nmnli.6ment, our vahke for the

system increases--that is, more is better. Once we've reached 100% mission

accomplishment, however, it is clear there is no added value in having further

improvements. Our bound here is, that it mAkes nA ;Pnc to rcmnlete grea5ter than I10O.,0%

of the mission. Hence, the optimal point for this single criterion can be determined.

A natural bound occurs when there is a limit to how much of an attribute can
possibly be attained. Technology limitatinns nroviel qn nhvinluiq €n- Fnr eyx•a lemrnore

accuracy in weapons targeting is preferred to less. However, there is a limit to how

accurate we can be, due to limits imposed by the hardware we use (misalignments. etc.)
(r~ -haf', a•.,te pt,-. Io (Nir nntimal nn;rit in th;c i-%c ict thp

and the environment (atmosphei e... ,'

accuracy limit, since we cannot possibly do better.

2.1.3 Tradeoffs and the Efficient Frontier. Now we can begin to put the
value functions associated with each "criterion t"-*e)he- ;-,% , ,,,-.A,,,, f,, ,,tin•

The methods for accomplishing this will be discussed later. Our optimal value is clearly

the point where all of the criteria are maximized, if that is possible. But what if they
cannct all be maximized at the ... e ti4e- e t, a +r e of c, ,tri•",,, nts? Ir, th, , 4dec;iin

maker begins making tradeoffs between the criteria in an effort to maximize his overall

utility. We study the way these tradeoffs are made to begin determining what the decision

maker's multicriterion value fun,,,tion lo"ok like.
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Even without a formally defined value function, the decision maker (DM) can

establish a set of points which are no,-d,,,M,.inat Ia.A,, the 4; , . #;- f ( 4:7A oN

Pareto optimalpoinis (6:8). While the DM may not reach a single optimal solution, those

which are clearly inferior can be eliminated. By determining upper bounds on our criteria,

we can now employ mathematical C d to deter., k inA e oi&&.t that, ,9.iý4. th,

DM's utility.

2.2 Utility Function Construction

A great deal of the research in this thesis is devoted to deriving the multivariate

utility function that can be used to assess the decision maker's valuation of a space system.

There are a multitude of methods available to accomplish th'is. In Particular, we'... lo0k at

three--multicriterion optimization (MCO), the interactive approach, and multi-attribute

utility theory (MAUT). Each method has its own strengths and weaknesses.
2.2.1 Multicriterion Optimization. ,C., problems typ,,ally begin wit a st

of criteria with the associated urnivariate value functions. We then attempt to optimize

them simultaneously, subject to a set of constraints, using multicriterion linear or non-

linear programming. This method yields the entire efficient frontier. When .the are

several criterion functions to be optimized, the process becomes computationally

intensive, but several computer algorithms have been developed to handle this, including

ADBASE (6:20). One weakness in this approach is that the concept of what is the

optimum solution is not well defined when the multiple objectives are substantially

different (8:173). This research first attempts to find a utility for each space system so

that differing systems may be compared. MCO is inappropriate for this task.

However, once we have obtained a multi-variate wtility function to evaluate

satellites, we can use these results to s',,e a problem that optimizes total utility subject to

constraints on available resources.
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2.2.2 Interactive Approach. There is currently a great deal of interest in

interactive methods to gain insight into the decision maker's preferences. This method is

exceptionally usefl when it is not possibl to ..... .pI• LU [ UeLC1II li*l 4 '.UI1II[JLKLVI V1,.1€,il Vt.GIR A.JL.V

The decision maker need only express "localized" preferences (6:23). The Franke-Wolfe

algorithm works well in the single criterion case, and the Geoffrion, Dyer and Feinberg

methodology extends this to the multicriterion situation (32:p4).

There are, however, some disadvantages in this approach, particularly as it applies

to this research. First, the interactive approach is generally limited to ordinal rankings

(6:34). Second, the method is veryt. much a "trial and error" procedure, and wath several,

criteria, it can take a great deal of time to converge on an optimal solution Worse yet, if

the DM is not consistent with answers, convergence may not occur at all. Finally, these

methods do not lay out a general utility flunction, but instead a series of --"l-e

preferences (points or neighborhoods). We wish to have a general form- in which a n.:w

space system can be assessed without having to reconstruct the utility function.

2.2.3 Multiattribute Utility Theory. MAUT" will be the approach used in this

research. It allows us to express a definitive multiattribute utility function that can be used

to compare vastly differing systems against a constant cardinal scale. Utility functions

derived in this manner can take on many forms, but are commonly either additive of

multiplicative. The axiom "the utility of ;in alternative is the ;11m of the utilities of each of

the possible outcomes" (6:34) provides the basis for this approach.

Typically, univariate utility functions are constructed by asking the decision-maker

a series of lottery questions and determ~rinrnign•rtainTy suiivants. OnP method using

lotteries is bracketing, whereby the interviewee is asked a series of questions designed to

"close in" on the certainty equivalent (8:3 78). de Neufviile suggests the use of an

interactive computer program to n-., ih;, nsile biase frnm the intrvifvwper (BR"37Q)

Another method is thefractile method, where certainty equivalents are obtained across
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progressively smaller intervals. The lottery equivalent probahiliiv (LEP) method uses

lottery equivalents instead of certainty equivalents. de Neufville cites some problems with

the consistency of the fractile method, and suggests that .LEP I I,,..- .U.. H... o. th.:

(8:383).

The univariate utility functions are then aggregated into a multivariate function,

Zeleny (36:419) lays out a five step process, shown in Figure 2. , for calibrating this utilit:

function.

1. Familiarize DM with the concepts and techniques of utilin. function

measttreente.

2. Verify independence conditions and identify appropriate utility

decomposition form, v(y).

3. Assess the component value functions v.(yj.

4. Determine the parameters: k. w's

5. Validate the consistency of v(y) against the DM's observed rankings

Figure 2.1 Utility Function Measurement Steps

The key advantage of this approach is that we can seek a utility Liunctio, that lully

represents the decision maker's preferences. Once the function has been calibrated,

known univariate utility function values for a given system can be inserted and the overall

utility of the system can be calculated. At this point, subs-antiaflv .i...rent syste-s are

compared using a single cardinal scale.
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2.3 Independence of Attributes

The MAUT process will take a set of individual univariate utility functions and

aggregate them into a single multivariate utility function. Chan poitits out that tius Is riot a

valid process if the attributes are not independent (6:38). There are three types of

independence we will be concerned with in this research, preferential, utility, and additive

independence.

2.3.1 Preferential Independence. Prefere.ntita! independence i. concered

with ordinal preferences. Zeleny (36 420) states that a pair of attributes, X and Y, are

preferentially independent of a third, Z, if the value-trade off between X and Y is not

dependent on the level of Z. Prefe.erential ;.nePndnP, , onmm~nhnl holds fnr most dcpisinn

problems, or is at least well approximated (7.478).

2.3.2 Utility Independence. Utility independence addresses itself with cardinal

preferences. A cardinal utility f""- -,ction •ie s to apl, ,'s reiults t, a m,,ticnterinn

optimization problem. When revealed lottery preferences of an attribute, X, do not

depend on the given level of another attribute., Y, then we say that X is utility independent
of Y (36:42 1). In general, X being ut•ility indens•nrhnt nf y rlr, n.P|, imnly the

reverse. When the reverse does hold true, then X and Y are said to be mutually utility

independent. Zeleny notes that utility independence implies preferential independence

(36:42 1), and is a necessary cond'i;tin o-

2.3.3 Additive Independence. Additive independence also Eddresses cardinal

preferences. It is the strongest of the three forms. In this case, revealed lottery
preferences over attribute X. do -ot d, ... nn • s,•n"e in lot'erie ftr attribte% y (7"4-2)

Thus, when comparing uncertain outcomes over multiple attributes, the problem can be

evaluated one attribute at a time. Additive independence is necessary for an additive utility
function to be cardinal. Parnell cites prcvious r....r. wc U. ,,., Aar ,4, .a ,adi;i;,..e
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independence rarely holds in real situatinns (25:Ch 16- l We will shnw later that

additive independence clearly does not hold for the model we propose.

2.4 The Survey Process

As discussed before, MAUT relies heavily on an extensive survey conducted with

the DM. The complexity and length of the survey is therefore the subject of common
criticism of this methodology. In this rsea, 4, Ie,,- -A ,Aloe , , jo,,,,n ,,, flip ,,-,•,,

process and attempt to simplify it as much as possible.

2.4.1 Constructing Univariate Utility Curves. The use of fractile or

bracketing methods to deterli.-, the sh ... ape of .the ,A,,ate ., u •ti f.•i,,co ;

cumbersome and difficult for the DM to understand. Kirkwood offers a simplify'ing

assumption that alleviates this problem (15:44). He cites extensive empirical research

which concludes that univariate uti-ity f.,.OS arl C ,lvv , apprOXIMated uio, all

exponential form. Hence, the DM needs only to indicate one point (.for example, where

utility equals 0.5) from which the constant to the exponential function, called the Risk

Attitude Constant, is derived The univariate utillity-uVe A -•1YZ' flly" d IVe Uor tea

entire range of the attribute.

2.4.2 Verifying Independence Properties. When there is a large number of

criteria, verifying the independence of att.r.ibute i" ... mplt.l. l'""' U c....":

Let's examine the case of a decision problem with five attributes. To show

preferential independence, preferences shown over a pair attributes are compared with a

third attribute at a fixed value, and then the compa.i.ons are repeatd L- t•e l...& oIt,

third attribute is varied across it's range. With five attributes, this requires 30 sets of

comparisons! To verify mutual utility independence, 20 more pairwise comparisons must

be made. Clearly, the survey quickly becomes too budersome L'Ur a U ,,,i. , ,,,

complete in a reasonable amount of time,
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Keeney and Raiffa come to our rescue. They state and prove as a theorem the

following (14:292):

Given attributes X1, X2... X,, the following are equivalent: 1) Attributes X1.
X2,...,X, are mutually utility independent, and 2) X, is utility independent and fX1,
X-) is preferentially independent for i = 1, 2, 3, ... , n and n Ž_ 3.

This immediately eliminates 15 pairwise comparisons from the survey. In addition, if we

carefully define our criteria, we can reasonably ake th ........ :-------- ...- -

independence, thereby eliminating 30 more sets of comparisons. Now a forbidding

portion of the survey has been reduced to a manageable size.

2.4.3 Assigning Criterion Weights. T raditionally iw PTUT citeriun weights

are determined using lottery questions As stated before, this methodologv is often

confusing to the decision maker. Simplification is necessary to achieve consistent

responses. Seo and Sakawa suggest a method to break this process down into smaller,

more manageable steps (29:199).

First, we ask the decision maker to rank the attributes in descending order of

importance, which is normally a fairly easy task. Next, we assess relative weights. Using

one attribute (a good choice is the attribute rank.ed highest) as the base, we can examine

tradeoffs between the base attribute and the other attributes. We ask the question, "How

much of the base attribute can be given up to gain and additional unit of another

attribute?" In this manner, we collect information on the preference intensities between

the attributes. Consistency can be checked by using a different attribute as the base and

reasking the same questions.

Finally, the weight of our base attribute must be determined. Here we substoitute

the swing weight method proposed by Clemen (7:448) for the traditional lottery question.

In this method, we start with all attributes at their worst level (the worst possible
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alterrative) assigning this hypothetical alternative a utility of 0 Next., we "swing" the base

attribute to its best possible level, and ask the decision maker to assign a utility that

describes his/her assessment of such an alternative. The utility thus ... i.u.ed car, be

mathematically shown to be the weight of the base attribute,

Together with the relative weights already determined, we now can derive all of

the attribute weights. The key benefit of this methodology is that we have completely,

eliminated the use of lottery questions.

2.4.4 Ratio Versus Interval Scales. Using the combination of ratio scale

comparison of criteria and interval scale scoring of alternatives is not without precedent.

Seo and Sakawa specif', this combilnhation in their annrnAch to me•auring lutility

functions (29.199). Marvin and Hutchinson of the Analytic Sciences Corporation also

reported success in using this methodology (20:8).

There has been considerable debate as to whether this combintinn is

appropriate (20: 1). The method proposed in this research takes advantage of both scales

to measure the criterion weights, as suggested by Seo & Sakawa. A ratio scale
measurement requires a expliCit (Mr at luet ip;licit)j .- ,rn "int The, "csin ms'thnd,

specifies the zero point as the case when the multivariate utility does not increase when the

criterion is varied from its low value to its high value. That is, the criterion weight is zero.

Therefore, it is valid to express one criteri•o• wi;n• me a ron;" t, miorher c,•,-rtn wight

Once all weights are expressed as ratios to each other, the swing weight experiment only

needs to be performed once to place the weights on an interval scale. The advantage

gained is that ratio comparisos are easier to obt-" from the D, h4a..n swi,, weigts.

2.5 The Decision Makers
Once we have examined the unde-lying theor required to make ,, M•o,,,

plausible, we need to turn our attention to the decision maker. Since every individual has
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a unique system of preferences, whom we selert tn rnndnct nir inteirview with i. very

important More importantly. most major decisions are made by a group of decision

makers, rather than by an individual. MAUT provides the framework for deriving an

individual's utility function, but not a ort,,n'S

2.5.1 Modeling Group Decisions Using Group Utility Functions. One

approach is to attempt to aggregate the individual utility functions into a group utility

function (GUF). However, what should be the forM of the. agregated fintion.? de

Neufville indicates that finding an appropriate form to represent the GUF is problematic

and usually does not yield satisfactory results (8.431). Seo and Sakawa show that under

certain conditions an additiV.e f"b,..-r nv ,'a r1"W ,-mbi;niin, ;in•diida) M prf•eren•c,. may

be appropriate via their "Representation Theorem for a GUTF" (29:236) They suggest

two metheds to determine the weighting factors for each DM, the "benevolent dictator"
colecl~e,,sv ... nnrnarh In thp fti-r'm r thom %vaighte nro cnp.irtpr

approach and the "collective response" ekroc. - ...h-e .fl1 .- -h -egt a pcfe

by a knowledgeable individual. This approach is trivial in its application but often

unsatisfactory in its results (29:237). The latter approach requires an extensive

"interpersonal comparison of. ... ,.ec" incl,,in, an ,,,,,•.e,•o,,, c,,,aris,, ,f€

preference differences" (29:239). This process is too complex for the purpose of this

research, but would make an interesting follow-on study.

2.5.2 Modeling Group Decisions U',V Ingv An I,,aia,,e ITli;ty 17,otne

Another approach is to model the group's choices as that of an individual. This eliminates

the problem of determining the functional form since we use the MAUT process. Nobel

prize winner Kenneth Arrow noted pl--o-m ts .... t.. ....... h, how..... We a.. ;..

the example of "Arrow's Paradox" (8:433) where a series of expressed preferences by a

group proved to be intransitive. This intransitivity is unacceptable for a utility function.

Keeney and Raiffa (14:8) again offer some help In this area. -1 :.md .Idi .. wheth.er

to use an individual as the DM or a group, we need to step back and examine the purpose
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of our research Are we trying to describe the decision process, or prescribe what

decision should be made? Keeney and Raiffa propose that a unitary decision maker is

appropriate for the prescriptive approach--our model is to indicate %hlat sojlutiorn the

decision maker should propose In this research we are attempting to define a

measurement tool for space systems which can then be used to make the best decision

possible, according to a decision maker's preference structure. We can incorporate into

the model the DM's perceived notions about what others might do (i e the political

environment), as part of the uncertainties he faces. Hence, we will build our model using

a unitary decision maker

2.5.3 Characterizing A Group Utility Function, As mentioned earlier, once

utilities have been calculated for a set of satellites. we can use the information to formulate

a multi-criterion optimization problem. Using vector sensitivity analysis, we can define

some limits for weighting factors that will affect the optimum derkinn.. Richard Wende!l

outlines a "tolerance" approach that determines how much each objective function

coefficient (in this case, satellite utilities) can simultaneously and independently vary. The

tolerance, "r, is dctermined from the formula (34:567):

r , .Xf , (2.2)

The numerator in Equation (2-2) is the "reduced ,.ost" of the kth non-basic variable.

where K is the set of non-basic variables. The formula is derived from the classic linear

program, which is "perturbed" by y.c j, as shown in Equation (2-3). When cj is set eqzuai

to c, y represents a percentage variation from each original coefficient.
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Max

Subject To 1 A, "X (2-3)

for = m

In Equation (2-3) T is a conservative estimate of the coefficient variation that can occur

while still maintaining the original optimal basis. In Chapter 4 we will characterize the

effects of aggregating an individual utility function with another into a GUT. We will

analytically determine how the resulting varianri nf the, nriginal objective finrtinn

coefficients from their original values affects the optimal solution for prioritizing satellite

launch resources.
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I. Model Formulation

This chapter discusses the formulation of the multicriterion utility finction that was

derived as a result of this research.• O,,, th•it• itv A;inotdnn ic r~dihr~ted it can he -iised to

assess the value of any space system of interest.

3.1 Criteria

Four criteria, which are in turn decomposed into sub-criteria, were chosen such

that. as a set, are necessary and sufficient to describe the decision maker's entire process
of considering the utility of a space "steomm" T1;Oi twoti;er hie;rarc-hy: ;C chnomn in

Figure 3.1.

Each sub-criterion is scaled from 0 to 1, with 0 the low extreme, and I the high

extreme. The scale is benchmarked at ..... in ";,,,o (•for c on ,.ec uifi -wrcrr

descriptions. When assessing a satellite, the ratings may fall on these benchmarks or

anywhere in between. Foreign satellites are evaluated from the "owner's point of view."

The model is organized into a two tear huier',archy. qp -,Ad SA-A,, rfpr tA thiq

method as "nesting of preferences" (29:206). In the lowest tier, similar criteria are

grouped together. Each group has only three or four criteria, and are referred to as sub-

criteria in this model. At this level p-i;-'ise c....risons aredne only, 6,pAxen shu-

criteria within the same group This eliminates the need for awkward comparisons of

greatly dissimilar sub-criteria. A multivariate utility function is formulated for each group

of sub-criteria, and are called the, critero,. A,-to;,N, , , this ol.o^ , let- y, ,r,,,,,;nrs.s

are then conducted for the second tier of criteria, just as they were for the sub-criteria.

Seo and Sakawa show that MAUT techniques are equally applicable to a tiered

model (29:207). The overall utilit" f"Unction itno-d Th, n"r;,in, a,,roach ;s

advantageous as it allows us to work with a model that has thirteen criteria without
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becoming overburdened with the paimrise compasisons Without the hierarhical

organization, the model would have required comparisons of 78 paired sets of criteria.

Our model reduces this to 21 paired sets.

3.1.1 Criterion 1: Environment. This criterion defines the value associated

with the time dependent "state of the world." To provide consistent value ratings for the

satellites, a "snapshot" is taken and scored. This criterion, since it ran hi thoght of as

time dependent, allows a time series of satellite utility to be shown, since multiple

"snapshots" can be taken over a period of time. In addition, this criterion allows some

"what ifing" to be done. Notte thant the s•,re ;in this ,r-ter,,n ';ll hb id;entical for All

satellites owned by a single country.

3.1.1.1 Sub-Criterion 1-1: Political State. This sub-criterion describes

the current international political en, ro• ... A,

Table 3.1 Political States

Level Level Tide Description
0.00 Peaceful Stability International relations are stable and the world is absent of

any significant military/political crises. Ob%'iously, this
state is rare.

0.25 Minor Crises/Degraded Stability One or more minor local/regional crises are in progress
that do not imnmediately threaten national security.
Relations with allies or adcarsaries may be degraded. but
negotiations are continuing. For most countries, this is the
most common state during the 20th century.

0.50 Major Crisis One or more regional crises are in progress that potentially
threaten national security.. Relations with allies or
adversaries are substantially degraded, and negotiations are
setemngly at an impasse. This would describe the political
landscape throughout most of the 1930's.

0.75 Limited War Tensions between nations are high. Regional conflict has
broken out that threatens national security. General War
threatens. The Korean and Vietnam Wars are examples

1.00 General War National forces are fully mobilized and committed to
I intense combat. World War I1 exemplifies this state
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3.1.1.2 Sub-Criterion 1-2: Overall Space Capability, This v-sb-

criterion examines the overall space capability of the nation. The Pareto assumption here

is that the more overall space-capable a nation is. the more individual space assets are

relied upon.

Table 3.2 Space Capabilities

Level Level Title --Description
0.00 Primitive Nation has virtually no space assets whatsoever. In

addition. it has little or no ability to interfere with other
nation's deployed assets.

0.25 Minor Space Power Possesses limited space assets. deployed prinmanly in
support roles. Some interference/jamnming capability is
likely.

0.50 Medium Space Poecr Assets are deployed in support and force enhancement
roles. Demonstrated capability to interfere/jam enemy
satellite svstents.

0.75 Major Space Power Assets are deployed across nearly the full range of mission
areas and are integrated somewhat with terrestrial forces.
Likel' offensive anti-satellite capability.

1.00 Space Superpower Fully deployed and integrated systems across the full range
of missions. Demonstrated offensive/defensive anti-

) satellite capability.

3.1.1.3 Sub-Criterion 1-3: National Economy. Ts sub-.. t-r-ior-

describes the state of the nation's economy This sub-'riterion may at first appear to be

scaled in reverse. However, we are considering a satellite&s value in terms of the

economic conditions, where the value placed on the asset increases as economic

conditions worsen.
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Table 3.3 National Economies

Level Level Title Descriotion
0.00 Boom Characterized by rapid economic growth and vigorous

international trade.
0.25 Growth Overall. economy is healthy and expanding. Trade

barriers are minimal.
0.50 Stable The most common economic state. Trade relations and

currency exchanges are stable. Trade barriers may be
present. but do not seriously hamper trade relations.

0.75 Recession Economy is shrinking. Currency exchanges may be
unstable. Trade relations are constrained and

, __protcctionism is prevalent.
1.00 Depression Economy is in rollapse. International trade is minimal.

,_ , _ with trade barricrs dominating.

3.1.2 Criterion 2: Mission Impact. ThiL c..-t.rion attempts to determine the

value of a satellite's mission(s) reati,,- to thea micion(k ofnfthpr cAtellitie. Aq qvih the.

rating given may reflect an entire class of satellites, for example, those used for early

warning,

3.1.2.1 Sub-Criterion 2-1: Mission Criticoitv. Thic m,h-criterion rite-

the relative importance of satellite missions, such as early warning, communications,

weather, etc. For example, General Charles A. Homer, former Commander-In-Chief of

Air Force Space Command, coY•;,1,i•.r Earriv Wnrnino tn hp th mrcst rriti.rc1 •rn~-e

mission, communications the second most critical, with remaining space missions less

important relative to these two (11).
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Table 3.4 Mission Criticalities

Level Level Tite Descri•ption
0.00 Trivial/Scientific Mission is primanly scientific in nature, and has virtually

no impact to the warfighter. This does not mean the
satellite is useless, but that it has no direct or current

_...._ application to military offensive/defensive capabilities.
0.25 Minor Component While not contributing directly to warfighting capabilities.

the satellite aids forces that do.
0.50 Medium Component Satellite plays a collateral role and increases the

effectiveness of other forces.
0.75 Major Component Satellite mission plays a significant role in force

offensive/defensive strategy.
1.00 Critical Mission constitutes a critical capability, without which it

would be difficult or nearly impossible to conduct wartime
operations.

3.1.2.2 Sub-Criterion 2-2! Space.:Ground Ratio. Here the relafilv' "

amount of the mission accomplished by space-based assets versus terrestrial-based assets

is examined.

Table 3.5 Space/Ground Ratios

Level Level Title Description
0.00 100% Ground ,Terrestrial assets perform the entire operational mission.
0.25 Primarily Ground Space assets are sometimes used for the operational

mission. however, ground counterparts dominate. Space
systems terd to be seen as experimental, and serve
primarily in backup roles.

0.50 50/50 Mix Space and ground assets are equally relied upon to perform
an assigned mission.

0.75 Primarily Space Space assets dominate mtission accomplishment. Ground
assets are secondary or used as a backup.

1.00 100% Space The entire operational mission is performed by space
assets. Ground back3up is not availabe or is unreliable.
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3.1.2.3 Sub-Criterion 2-3: Maturity of Mission. How well the

satellite's mission is understood by warfighters and integrated into overall capabilities is

considered in this sub-criterion.

Table 3.6 Mission Maturities

Level Level Title Description
0.00 Unknown/Unused Satellite's capabilities are not understood or utilized by

strategic and tactical commanders. Satellite remains
largely an R&D project.

0.25 Little Known Satellite capability is partially understood and used. but
only on a basic level. R&D communih- possesses the
expertise to operate the satellite.

0.50 Somewhat Integrated Operatonal Turnover of the satellite has occurred from the
R&D commuinut- to the operational unit. Capabilities are
still being explored. Information concerning the satellite is
reaching field commanders and experimental/tentative use
has beg-un.

0.75 Widely Known/Substantially Operation of the satellite is "normalized.- Field
Integrated commanders understand capabilities and routinely use

them. Some integration problems still exist, and alternate
assets are maintained and frequentlv relied upon.

1.00 Fully Integrated Satellite is fully understood and exploited, and capabilities
... ___________ I are fully integrated into theater operations.

3.1.3 Criterion 3: Cost/Domestic Commitment Tho vale p!-AHd nn a

satellite is demonstrated by the level of commitment a nation makes to supporting the

continuation of its mission.

3.1.3.1 Sub-Criterion 3-1: Economic C"-,,mm,,nt Th. Am.ando ct!ii:q

of the satellite's production, operations, maintenance and related infrastructure is

evaluated here.
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Table 3.7 Economic Commitments

Level Level Title Description
0.00 Near Cancellation Commitment to satellite (program) is minimal or near

termination. Natural reasons for this to occur is that it is
near the end of the satellite (program) life cycle, or upon
the advent of a new technology that renders the satellite
obsolete. Political considerations may also cause
termination.

0.25 Drawdown Support is in decline. This may be due to
politicalleconomic considerations, or it may be late in the
satellite's (program's) life cycle.

0.50 Stable Funding is stable. Typical of a satellite (program) near the
midpoint of its life cycle.

0.75 Growth Funding is grouing steadily. Typical of a young satellite
(program), when political support is growing and
infrastructure is still being added.

1.00 Explosive Growth Political support and funding for the satellite is rapidly
expanding. Political support is consolidating.

3.1.3.2 Sub-Criterion 3-2: Economic Impact. While the previous sub-

criterion looks at the growth rate, this sub-criterion examines the .UMIEWL SIZE CUimpact

due to the commitment to the satellite.

Table 3.8 Economic Impacts

Level Level Title i Description
0.00 "Mom &lop' Program Very small organization that impacts only a small local

economy. Production facilities might consist of a single
small plant.

"0•25 Minor Program Dominates only a local economy. Production facilities
might consist of a few small plants or a single large one.

0.50 Regional Program Program infrastructure is significant to a regional
economy. Program is large enough to receive some
national legislative scrutiny.

0.75 Major Program Progrant infrastructure is significant to national economy
I _and receives substantial public and legislative attention.

1.00 Intense Program Substantial sacrifices are made at the national level to
continue funding of the satellite's infrastructure. Single-
minded economic priority is given to the satellite.
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3.1.3.3 Sub-Criterion 3-3: Launch Priority. Launch priority given to a

satellite is an excellent indicator of the value placed on that asse, .his sub-criterion also

includes the "sparing" strategy, as the presence of spare satel~lites on th" .gruunu" U, .U,-

orbit affects the priority given to a new launch.

Table 3.9 Launch Priorities

Level Level Title Description
0.00 No Near Term Launch/No No capability exists to replace the satellite in the near term.

Spares Replacement satellites have not been constructed and/lr no
launch vehicles are available.

0.25 Delayed Schedule/Limited Replacement satellites have been partiallh constructed, but
Sparing are not available for near term launch. A launch schedule

does not exist, is incomplete. or delayed.
0.50 Stable Launch Launch of replacement satellites can be accomplished on a

Schedule/Substantial Sparing schedule. However. the schedule is somewhat inflexible.
Spares are available, but most are on the ground_ and those
in orbit are not positioned for immediate use.

0.75 Accelcrated Schedule/Near Launch of replacement satellites can be accomplished on
Complete Sparing an accelerated schedule. Several spares am constructed,

__ith most placed in orbit to be positioned in the short term.
1. 00 Launch On Launch possible on short notice. Comprehensive sparing

Need/Comprehensive Sparing strategy is in place. On-orbit spares can be made
operational quickly

3.1.4 Criterion 4: Satellite Status, This criterion tAkep into Acmiont the

individual characteristics of the satellite

3.1.4.1 Sub-Criterion 4-1: Mission Performance Status. How well the

satellite is performing its assigned, m,;ccrn iS d;,rtlh, annlirable tn the v..l,, thnt ic nl~Apt'

on it.
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Table 3.10 Mission Performance Status

Level J Level Title , Description
0.00 Non-Operational Satellite is degraded to the extent that it cannot be

considered operational.
0.25 Severely Degraded/Turned Off Satellite is capable of performing its mission only to a

Spare marginal extent. Satellite may be configured as a spare.
,with secondary power turned off until needed.

0.50 Significantly Degraded Satellite satisfactorily performs its mission. but at a
substantially degraded level.

0.75 Slightly Degraded Satellite performs its mission as e:xpected, but some minor
degradation is present.

1.00 No Degradation Satellite is fully capable of performing its mission-no
failed or degraded units.

3.1.4.2 Sub-Criterion 4-2: Contribution To Mission. Rarely does a
single satellite accomplish an nnir . pa. o,.°i, . Txpi-,ally, satellies are ,-iropA ;r,-,

constellation to complete an assigned mission. Here the satellite's contribution to

completing the mission is measured.

Table 3.11 Mission Contributions

Level Level Titl: Description
0.00 Spare/No Direct Impact To Loss of the satellite will not adversely impact the capability

Mission to accomplish a mission. A typical case world be a
s, atellite configured as a spare.

0.25 Secondar. Impact To Mission Loss of satellite would impact mission accomplishment at a
secondary level only. The mission completed by this
satellite can be readilv transferred to another satellite.

0.50 Impacts Mission Loss of the satellite would adversely impact mission
accomplishment. Much of the satellite's duties can be

__ _ __ _ _ transferred. but noticeable degradation will occur.
0.75 Strongly Impacts .issior, Loss of satellite significantly impacts mission

accomplishment. Satellite mission duties are largely
irreplaceable, hence substantial degradation occurs.

1.00 . Critical To Mission Loss of satellite critically impairs mission accomplishment.
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3.1.4.3 Sub-Criterion 4-3: Level of Technology. In general, more

modem satellites that employ improved technologies have greater capabilities. In

particular. satellites that employ newer technologies represent a significant imvestrrient ini

research and development. Wbile hiigh tech has no value. by itself the investment in

technology to achieve a capability, is a direct indicator of the value placed on that

capability.

Table 3.12 Technology Levels

Level Level Title Description
0o00 Primitive Space technology is at the most rudimentary level. A

satellite such as this hearkens back to the days of Sputnik.
0.25 30 Year Old State of the An Tids represents technology developed and employed by

advanced nations in tie 1960's.
0.50 20 Year Old State of the Art This represents technology developed and employed by

ad%,anced nations in the 19"70's.
0.75 10 Year Old State of the Art This represents technology developed and employed by

I advanced nations in the 1980*s.
1.00 State of the Art Represents the current best possiblt ie:ded space

technology

3.1.4.4 Sub-Criterion 4-4: Expected Remaining Lifetime. It would

seem obvious that the value placed o.., a sat.lle danepeds am ,.,,, .,,,, ,. •'h,, ,-, th

satellite will remain operational. This is to be distinguished from a satellite's planned life

cycle, which is a fixed timespan estimated by satellite designers. The expected remaining

lifetime is a changing estimate, aff,,ct,.ed. by th,• e .Agl re.erve•. and k-nrnown. .

satellite subsystem failures.
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Table 3.13 Expected Remaining Lifetimes

Level J Level Title Dcscrption
0.00 j 0 Years Complete failure is expected at an%- time.
0.20 j 3 Years seLf-explanator'
0.40 6 Years
0,60 9 Years
0.80 12 Years _
1.00 More Thar, 15 Years " ___

3.2 The Survey Instrument

Conduct of the survey with the decision maker -s ... has t•he most c.,,ic;l pi,,

of this research. The survey was designed with four ecals in mind: clarity, simplicity,

brevity, and consistency. The survey is written using Mficrosoft Excel Version 5.0

software. All mathematical calculations are perf'rmed i-rna sectio.n h. lai

transparent to the DMA Completed surveys for the two case studies conducted in this

research are included as Appendix A and Appendix B.

3.2.1 Survey Preparation. The survey is designed to be us.ed 9.-4 in a f ,_-,o

interview. The analyst provides initial background information, guides the decision maker

through questions, and records responses. As de Neufvile points out, an experienced

analyst is important to this process (8:376). The anal.y.st sho,'d coUct a fe.,w, ... AVO,

sessions with trial decision makers before conducting the survey with the actual DM.

The DM must be gradually introduced to the concepts of utility theory. Clemens

very neatly lays out a set of "axioms of expected utility" that is .u.. e,•. accol..plish. g.-.-

this (7:405-406). Further, the DM must be reminded that there are no "right or wrong"

answers. Remember, the goal of the survey is to capture the DM's preference structure.

The survey is divided into five sections to assist the DM in under- .. a.i. the

survey flow. Each section has a specific purpose which should be explained to the DM
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before proceeding. Survey questions are worded to be as clear as possible. In particular,

we make use of theory developed in Chapter 2 to eliminate difficult lottery questions.

The survey is designed to take no more th-an to,,ou to complet,. An1 ,0-US,,.,

DM is unlikely to give reliable or consistent responses. The role of the analyst is key to

success in this area, as shown by decreasing survey completion times in this research as

the analyst became more experienced. The first tcst surey (k:t•he results • lf which arc not

included in this final report) took more than four hours, and yielded some very

contradictory results. The first case study, in contrast, took 2 1/4 hours to complete,

while the second case study survey was done in less than 1 It2 hours.

Finally, consistency is achieved by using a written survey. As Clemens astutely

points out, how questions are posed can greatly influence the answers given. By using a

written survey, we are assured that the DM for both case studies are given identical &urvey

instruments.

3.2.2 Survey Section 1: Mapping the Sub-Criterion Utility Functions.

The DM is given some information and answers a question concerning each sub-criterion.

First, the sub-criterion is defined. Each sub-criterion is scaled from zero to one, and

discrete levels of the sub-criterion between these points are defined. Next, the DM is told

chat the lowest level of the attribute is assigned a nim•uin utility of 0, while the ghed 1St

level of the attribute is assigned a maximum utility of 1. That is:

Ufiltry(O) = 0Ut•/i,'(I)-= I(3-1I)

The DM is then asked to define an attribute level such that he'she fecis has a utility of 0.5.
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Ufilitv(?) = 0.5 (3-2)

These three points allow the univaria te u"::"t fu..ct.ion to ... dA.aw.nt

proposed by Kirkwood and discussed in section 2.5.1.

'1

Figure 3.2 Univariate Utility Curve

The mathematical representation of this univariate utility function takes the form:

tity(X)= J - exp(R4C x } (3-3)
-ex p{R4C)

where X e[ 0, 1] and the risk attitude constant, RAC, (RAC 0) is determined from the

0.5 utility point specified by the decision maker. The RAC is determined using a "0.5

Utility Point versus RAC" lookup table that was creatd- ,iMing rkwood's Devcision

Analysis software (16).
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If the DM indicates that the utility midpoint (0.5) occurs at the attribute midpoint

(0.5), then the univariate utility function is linear, and the RAC = 0. In this case, the

mathematical representation of the utility function is simply.

Utility(X) = x (3-4)

3.2.3 Survey Section II: Independence Verification. Preferential

Independence is assumed for this model for two reasons, First, as Keeney points out,

Preferential Independence is a reasonable assumption for most multi-attribute dec-sio:

models and cases where it does not hold are fairly rare (13 140). Second. as the criteria

were being defined, careful attention was paid to the requirement of preferential

independence to avoid any violation of this condition.

A single sub-criterion is then chosen as a basis for comparison. We ask a series of

questions to determine whether this sub-criterion is utility independent of each of the other

twelve sub-criteria. The DM is asked whether the utility midpoint chosen in section I of

the survey for the base sub-criterion is affected by changing the level of any of the other

sub-criteria. If it is not, then the base sub-criterion is utility independent of the other sub-

criterion. Here we make full use of Keeney's weaker conditions for utility independence

described in section 2.5.2. Hence, mutual utilit indepennenes iq verified

3.2.4 Survey Section III: Multivariate Criterion Utility Functions. In

this section the sub-criteria are grouped into their respective criteria. The DM is asked to

rank, in descending order Of importance, the sbh-.riterin- in Per.h rmopn 0nce. the %uh-

criteria are rank ordered, the DM is asked to indicate their relative importance.

3.2.5 Survey Section IV: Multivariate Criterion Utility Functions,

Part 2. This is perhaps the most difikcul! setion of the survey. The cuh-crit rip ;Ire
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again grouped into their respective cnter'a. Tben for each groun, the following definitions

are given:

x ,x!....,X2 )=0 (3-5)
Utility(xfl•Ix,~ x.•...,x~m", =

Given these definitions, the DM is now asked to assign a utihty value to a satellite where

the highest ranked sub-criterion is set at its mJaximulm leve1 while. the other .u h-cr*'teria re

set at their respective minimum levels.

Ut1ilfty(x1,xý1',... x7,, ) = ? (3-6)

Seo and Sakawa prove that the utility value given by the DM for this type of formulation

is the weighting factor of the maximized, 4 Suk.,riteri-,,,, -9200).9 The nrr.Acqiq

repeated for each group of sub-criteria.

3.2.6 Survey Sections V and VI: Creating the Overall Utility Function.

In section V, just as in section III, the DM now ranks the Critprei_ in deqrndin,.g order, then

assesses their relative weights. Section VI parallels section IV. This section has proven to

be a little bit tricky. Maximizing a criterion takes place when all of its respective sub-

criteria are maximized. Simil.aly, a criter"o; A"" when 2,, 11 ;ts qshcrrtcri1 't re.

minimized. Hence, the DM is attempting to assign a utility to a situation where thirteen

sub-criteria are set a fixed values. Despite the difficulty, this method is still infinitely
superior to lottery selections, as it is stai .......

questions. The analyst's guidance in this section, along with the experience gained by the

DM in section IV, made this task manageable.
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3.3 Utility Function Calibration

Once the survey has been completed, the Excel software (2 1) is programmed to

automatically determine weighting factors and calibration constants. The analyst does not

need to perform any mathematical calculations, but simply presses {F9) to have the Excel

program begin the calculations, which take about 30 seconds to complete.

3.3.1 Functional Form of the Multivariate Utility Function. The reason

for establishing preferential ,nd, ,;ti;lity inrl n.,ndt-n - in .1;etion T1 noftha .•ir v is that they

are necessary conditions for a multiplicative utility function of the form (8:408):

uj -w, (k- " U(X) + 1)- I
k, (3-7)

where the U(X,)'s are the univariate ut"lity f'inctions, the a ht

factors, and k is the normalizing parameter that allows multivariate utility function to also

be scaled from 0 (worst) to I (best). The same functional form holds for both the criterion

utility functions and the overall utility function.

3.3.2 Weighting Factors. Sub-criterion weights are derived from questions in

sections III and IV of the survey, and the criterion weights are calculated using

information in sections V and VI. A sub-criterion's (criterion's) w.eightn cto, r is"01 IS u.

by multiplying the weighting factor assigned to the highest-ranked sub-criterion (criterion)

by the sub-criterion's (criterion's) relative weight.

Clemens offers some discussion on an interesting implication o- UK... ;i.ght,,i,

factors. When the weights of a set of criteria are summed, if they add to less than one, the

criteria are said to be substitutes for each other. Conversely, if the sum is greater than

one, they are complements of each other (7.484). This insight, provided to the D-M .,.Uri

the survey process, can greatly assist the DM's thought process when assigning weights.
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3.3.3 Calibration Constant Calculation. Once the weights have been

determined, the calibration constant k can be calculated. We begin with the multiplicative

foam in Equation (3-7). We then sot a-l" ofthe ctea to th"eir "AX;.W. va.l.u.es, • a.king

each U(Xd = 1. This simplifies the equation to:

i.. '-(k. ,, + 1) - I
Ik (3-8)

Equation (3-8) is expanded and the constant is moved to the right-hand side. For the four

criteria case we now haveý

0=w, +1w, +W 3 +144 +k(wtw.- +wIw 3 +w1w 4 +w.wI +ww. . w3w4 )+ (3-9)
k2(wjw.w3 +wpw,14 + ww%,W + w., 4) - 1.,- (

We can solve for k by finding the root of this equation. The Excel spreadsheet is
programmed to iterate to find this root. We now h".ave a ....l , calibrated .. l_, .... :.

function. The process is repeated for each criterion and finally for the overall function.

3.3.4 Calculating Satellite Utilities. After the utility function has been

created, satellites can be scored in each of the thirteenr sub-criteria. ITh Excel tpreasheti

uses this data to first calculate the univariate utilities. The univariate utilities are then used

to calculate the criterion utilities, which are in turn used to calculate the final utility.

3.4 Titan Launch Optimization Model

Once satellite utilities are calculated, we can use them to optimize the use of

limited launch resources. First we will need to develop a mathematical uodel to represent

the launch process.
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3.4.1 Launch Processing Flow. The Titan IV launch process is shown in

Figure 3.3 (31). The processing flow is complex, including separate flows for the core

vehicle, Inertial Upper Stage (-US) or Centaur Upper S tage Ind . UU&U LJ,,I:.%LJ 1 'Jl3.

However, our model size is limited by the available PC software (26:10-2), hence for this

Figure 3.3 Titan IV East Coast Top Level Processing Flow

research we must simplify the process so that a linear program model can be constructed.

We chose to use the core vehicle flow for the sim:•plified mod fr seve.a.l reaSons. First.

as Figure 3.4 shows, vehicle processing problems cause the majority of time

delays (3:atch 7). Second, the Centaur and IUS flows are "optional" in that these upper
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stages are not used for every launch, Finally, core processing takes the longest to

complete, and all other components are eventually integrated into it. Core processing

appears then to be the critical flow, and a reasonable portion to represent the overa.ll "low.

Gcund/Operatins
12%

VehicWfHardw are

62%

Spacecraft
24%

Weather
2%

Rang.
1%

Figure 3.4 Duration of Delays: Titan 1982 - Present

Our model traces the flow through three points, the Ve..rical Integration Bilding

(VIB), the Solid Motor Assembly Building (S.MAB)/Solid Motor Assembly and Readiness

Facility (SMARF), and the two launch pads (SLC 40/41). The network flow is extended

into a dynamic program with the ;nrnrnpration of time ac v vnriAhlb. This inrcsion will

enable us to create a launch process schedule in addition to optimizing the utility gained

from satellite launches. The model flow is shown in Figure 3.5. The processing time in

each node is modeled deterministichl, uS;-g naverages nrnw•Acgino t;mpq frcm Titan nlunch

history. The mathematical formulation of the model is contained in Appendix C.
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vSie SL 40/41

, )

S~',I

""I. a

Figure 3.5 Launch Processing Model

The average time for complete processing of the launch vehicle is approximately 8

months: 4 months in the IVIB, 2nitvithS i- th WS AR ,tdl rrnnthe, n the! pmnh

pad (18). This includes the time necessary to refiarbish the launch pad. Refuirbish time is

included as part of the pad processing time, as that resource is unavailable for the next

launch vehicle until reflirbishmient i,. com-pletse

3.4.2 Resource Constraints. Once the launch vehicle flow is modeled, we add

a set of resource constraints to the optimnization problem. The VIB is capable of
processing five vehicles shimuitanew-Usly The Q. SA Bý/SM1AR ca rn proessPe tuqo vahAc at

Y. L W ý'-A, ý & ." ý ý

a time, and the launch pads can process one each (18).

3.4.3 Launch Windows. Normally, each satellite has an optimal time period

for launch. In the case of interplanetary. Am" VVcr~nV lanc* imsar1riic1toahiv

necessary rendezvous times for mission phases such as gravity assist trajectories. For
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earth satellites, launch deadlines may be set to achieve specific mission objectives, such as

replenishing satellite constellations. These launch windows cause satellites to compete for

the constrained launch resources. Solution of our model will show how thase som 'Ceies

conflicting requirements are traded off and use of the launch facilities is optillized.
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IV. Research Results

In this chapter, we present the results of this research, and demonstrate some

applications for the data obtained.

4.1 Primary Results: Case Study #1

The first case study attempts to take a set of foreign qatellites and compwle theim

using a common measurement tool, our utility function. The DM is this case study is the

head of an intelligence team at the National .Air Intelligence Center, Wright-Patterson

AFB, OH The model is expected to ""- U •."% " SAA4A • A

ordering of systems, which accurately reflects the intuitive judgment of an experienced

intelligence analyst. The successful model will enable a less experienced analyst to achieve

similar results by simply collecting sat•ellite .. chn... data and i4put .itino the md

Eight real-world operational satellites from three foreign countries were selected

and their respective utilities assessed. To avoid any potential release of sensitive

information, the actual satellite a i;,*;,,,ons and ,c,,ntm, tf , n •,reo;m•.ite. "rThe.

satellites are numbered, with the owning country indicated by a letter designation.

Satellites 1 through 5 are surveillance satellites, while satellites 6 through 8 are

communications satellites,

After collecting data for the satellites, the DM was asked to indicate an intuitive

rank ordering for the satellites, with ties allowed. The data collected are shown in

Appendix A. The overall results are s.how in 1Tabl& 4.1r. Tahe ;,ae 3rb gvrrupead h,,

mission and ranked within their respective group. Overall, the results were excellent. No

reversals between the expected rankings and the model rankings occurred.
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Table 4.1 Case Study #1 Results

Al A2 A3 BI C1 A4 A5 A6

Predicted Rank Orderine 2 1 3 4 5 1 2 3

Utility Determined by Model .65 .66 .57 .55 .52 .67 .58 .52

Model Rank Ordering (By Mission) 2 1 3 4 5 1 2 3

Model Rank Ordering (Overall) 3 2 6 5 8 1 4 7

4.2 Primary Results: Case Study #2

In the second case study we assessed the utilities of a set of satelites that are
launched on the Titan IV, the Un.;tedA Sate.s •re" ! e*a,,,,.e.,,,e.r ThNe ,..ar;.i rav

ordering obtained can be used to prioritize limited launch resources, using multi-criterion

optimization (MCO) tools. The DM used in this case was the Titan launch squadron's

(5 SLS) long range mission planning offi,,,r.

Five satellites due to be launched on the Titan IV in the coming years were chosen.

The launch designated K-a is Milstar DFS-2, part of the DOD's newest and most modern

satellite communications system. Launch K-, is a,.f,. Support rAm ef".Ai

warning satellite. Launch K-c is Cassini, NASA's mission to Saturn, scheduled for take-

off during October 1997. Launches K-d and K-e are typical payloads whose identities

are concealed for the purpose of this research.

As in the last case study, data were collected for the satellites and put into the

model. The DM is asked for an intuitive rank ordering to compare the model against.

The data collected are in Appendix B, whifle the ove.l..l. resul" t are•.. :- jrU-"- 4.2

Just as in the first case study, the model rankings accurately reflected those predicted by

the decision maker.
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Table 4.2 Case Study #2 Results

K-a K-b K-c K-d K-e

Predicted Rank Ordering 2 1 5 4 3

Utility Determined by Model .45 .64 .38 .39 .45

Model Rank Ordering 2 1 5 4 3

4.3 Strategic Equivalence With Additive Utility Flnetion"

At this point, we turned our research towards seeing if our utility function could be

expressed using a simpler form. We were interested if an additive function, rather than a
multiplicative one. could still yield eq-l,,•,,iPlpnt r.•,t n . .arti;clar, e wre oking for

strategic equivalence. Strategic equivalence applies to the ordinal ranking of alternatives.

If two utility functions yield the same rank ordering for a set of alternatives, they are said

to be strategically equivalent (6.45 )1. If w..e 311V so thi.. we uIt st.ll ad s, ... t.

cardinality of the alternative rankings, that is, whether the strength of preferences

calculated using the additive and multiplicative forms are "equivalent." The additive form

of a multivariate utility function s is,,v,- ,n -- ution,,k,- If-).

utility(X) = w .1u(x,) (4-1)

4.3.1 Criterion Weights. Rather than re-administer the survey instrument to

the DM, we used the data collected in the , n,,u.ealtat 6% the add;.i. fo...

the weights of the criteria sum to one, whereas in the multiplicative form they do not. In

re-using the original survey, we assume that the reative weights between criteria which
were reported by the DM are uncha"n.e.,,ld ,Thzen, adAding•e A e-onstant that tahe, ru. to e....
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This is a reasonable assumption, since the DM was not made aware in the original survey

of how the weights would be summed.

Once this issumption is made, calculating the weights for additive fuictiots is

simple. The following formulation is used.. showing the three criterion case as an example:

W +- W• .- 1 (4-2)
WI W1

Here wI is the most important criterion, as indicated by the DM, and w3'wl and w.', are

the relative weights reported by the DM. We used the results of Case Study ýi for out

comparison, and calculated the new sub-criterion ind critininn weight;s -how in Table 4 3

and Table 4.4.

Table 4.3 Sub-Criterion Weights

_____ 1-1 1-2 1-3 .12 2-3 3-1 3-2 3-3 4 -1 4-2 4-3 -

MU__pcattve .675 .7$ 6 .. 3 .043 .045 .05 .63 .63 .7 .1 .085 .075 .09

LAddfttie .3r7 .4 8 .3A9 .32 ) -.34 1.2 321" 1 38 1 . ( 1 .2- .21. 1 25I

Table 4.4 Criterion Weights

E•iIronment Miuion Coe/DomesUc 1 melate
Impcr Commtmef Status

Muvflative .3 .27 .285 .27

Additive .267 .24 .253 .24
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4.3.2 General Case. With the weights calculated, the satellite data we collected

earlier was put in to the additive model. A comparison of the rank ordering achieved for

each utility function form is shown in Table 4.5. The additive model uses the additive

form of Equation (4-1) for both the criterion utility functions and the. overall utility

tfnction.

Table 4.5 Ranking Comparison

Al A 2 10.HI I C1 A4 A4 A6
- 2

_.Malllle 3 3 .1 If . t 4

Clearly the rank orderings ardliert. The adi,, fr,,. i;c vgt srateicrally

cquivalent to the multiplicative form.

We tried two other approaches as well. First. we used multiplicative criterion

functions and an additive ove"all .,nn,"in. Tli5 •l•o ,a, nnt qtratgoiralh, euivxalen! t m thp

original function Finally, we tried using additive criterion functions with a multiplicative

overall function. This yielded similar results-no strategic equivalence with the original

utility function. We conclude tha;, in genera!. the sinmple r addii , mode! is nelt

appropriate to substitute for the multiplicative model.

4.3.3 Limited Case. We found that there can be strategic equivalence under

certain limited circumstances, a, 1"as- for t'he ,.I.al ,,,, Alm;, . ,. ,.V1",.,, t)h,.

case where the Environment and Mission Impact criteria are held constant while the other

two criteria are varied This corresponds to the situation where a group of satellites from

the same country (Environ=ent scores are ,.ual for 0ll %a1e;les ro"m th- e-,.",., ,,,ntnr,

with the same mission (hence Mission Impact scores are equal) are rank ordered.
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Given these limitations, we found that strategic equivalence holds between the

multiplicative and additive forms of the utility function. This was true for all values of the

varied criteria, and for all values .ested for th it. %.A 4,,e Ia herd l ,•,,,. , 4n,,- -.1

graphically shows strategic equivalence for the case where the Environment and Mission

Impact criteria scores are both 0.5. Note that the equivalent utility isovalue lines for the

additive and multiplicative functional forms do not cross each other within the range U1 Uh

n -. UA:
e

additive
f orm

.multiplicativeff form

.4,. o

Satellite Status

Figure 4.1 Strategic Equivalence

varied criteria. In this particular case, they are very. nearly parallel. Strategic equivalence

was indicated in this limited case for both case studies. Hence, while strategic enquivalence
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does not hold in general we find that in at least one practical application, the additive

form may be used to achieve the same ordinal rankings as the original function.

4.4 Launch Prioritization and Scheduling

In case study 42, five satellites were scored and their respective utilities calculated.

The scores and utilities are shown in Appendix B, and are used It ora... , :i, .. u,..

optimization problem.

4.4.1 Model Assumptions and Restrictions. One year was chosen as the

time period for study. The model could have been built for any period of time, however,

as noted before, our model size W2¢ limited hv the Avnpihlp PC cftw;wre Nntionnl lannch

windows were created, with the intent that some would conflict with each other. In

particular, we required that satellites K-a (filstar), K-b (DSP), and K-e be launched

during time period 7 (during months 11 and 12, .vth pad refirbishniment comnlete at

beginning of month 13). Satellite K-c's launch window was time period 6, and K-d's was

period 5. In addition, it was assumed that continuous processing of satellites (rather than

early process starts that are later put "on hold" was the most effici t method The..

restrictions were written into the linear program model contained in Appendix C.

4.4.2 Model Solution. The model successfully reached an optimal solution for

maximizing utility along with a processing . hWdile arbhieyvnj thk onpt minm The model

also indicated that there were alternative optimum schedules. One optimum launch

processing schedule, using the restrictions set forth in Section 4.4.1, is shown in Table 4.6.

Note that K-c, which had the lowes, utility, w* c#--rtP•r fnr launh Thiq iz hecai ie K-e,

which has a higher utility than K-c, was constrained by its launch window requirement.

This shows that when optimizing with multiple constraints, the highest utility satellites are

not automatically the ones chosen.
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Table 4.6 Titan Launch Schedule

Move To VLB Move To Move To Pad Launched/Pad
I SMAB/SNIARF Refurbished

K-a 3 5 6 7

K-b 3 5 6 7

K-c 2 4 5 6

K-d 1 3 4 5

K-e -- - -- --

4.5 Characterizing A Group Utility Function

In Section 4.4, we showed how , the repIt f•n ,,,•,, 17ri,.I the ,,nich Anh,'

preference structure can be used to optimize a launch schedule. But the decisions made

concerning launch schedules are certainly not made by a single individual. More likely,

launch decisions will be made by a grou,,p, with the nn.praton". lainc-h cnsAdrnn'

preferences only one of many Other decision makers include those from HQ Air Force

Space Command, the Pentagon, the various satellite user communities, and the launch
vehicle and satellite contractors. Hawfng calcla,,. an. %,%,,- soution to...r . . ..... i-.

scheduling problem, how much can the individual satellite utilities simultaneously and

independently vary from those originally determined by the launch DM, and still be

assured of this same optimal solution? We U e.... ,, ol,,oce.,,.-,c. dis.,s,, in

Chapter 2, to answer this question.

4.5.1 Deficiency in the Tolerance Approach. A substantial weakness in this
* • * ,-,+ ; • . t I-,- , ; ^ " c• t ^ hO , I;n a a., , n r ^,6h 1 ^n

approach is found when there are alternate optimall swolutLion to eS-i.

Alternate optimal solutions are indicated when there is at least one "reduced cost" equal to

zero for a non-basic variable. When this occurs, the tolerance, 't, equals zero (34:567).
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This means that when any change to any of the objective function coefficients (the satellite

utilities) occurs, we cannot be assured of the same optimal solution. This is precisely the

case with the solution to our launch scheduling model. Unfortu.unattely. We-"del"l's

methodology offers no way to work around this situation. We must make some changes

to the model to avoid alternate optimal solutions.

4.5.2 Model Simplifications. We start by examining the output of the -- :-'UUU

model. This network is also a maximum flow problem. The maxJimum flow through the

network is equal to the most constrained point Recall that two satellites can be processed

simultaneously through the SMAB/SMARF and the launch pads. Either of these two

points can be modeled as the critical point in the nrocessing flow. We will iiue the launch

pads in our adjusted model.

Each satellite takes eight months to complete, which means that if no satellites
start the year already being processed, none can bp launch prinr to the ieighth month and

the pad will not be ready for the next launch until the beginning of the ninth month.

Hence, in our reduced rrodel, we are only concerned with launch options during time

periods 5, 6, and 7.

The reduced model is shown in Appendix D. The model is now small enough to

be solved using LUNDO. It yields the same optimum solution, 1.859 utiies, as the original

model. However, analysis of the opti,,;, tabl•eau• ,,,,• ,,., ri .,e ro t n-nnn.chtd;- . ....n.t

variables equal to zero, again indicating alternate optimal solutions. Another modification

is necessary.

If we confine our interest now to on'y whethe.r- qu;o att;t me lAtn rdic-r'rtin

the scheduling portion of the problem, the model can again be simplified. Since two

satellites can be simultaneously processed on the pads, satellites K-c and K-d are not
constrained, as they are each the orl,.'- l, , be launched 1z?;fhin their rPcnit;v~a

launch windows. However, there are three satellites, K-a, K-b, and K-e, with the same
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launch window, which are const"ained b,,- the , ,l• aa,;ti, Th1s scoandrl reduci- ,,, mode

is also shown in Appendix B. It yields the same optimal objective function value as the

two previous models, however, the solution is at last unique, and we can now apply the

tolerance approach.

4.5.3 The Tolerance Approach Applied. We formulate the "perturbed"

linear program described by Equation (2-3). In this formulation, q is the vector of

objective function coefficients, and K is theset& of "on"",s-c va;iabe,.

CJ (0.452, 0.644, 0.377, 0.386, 0.450, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
K = {E, SLC3. SLCi. SLC5, SLC7)

The zero values in cj are the slack variable coefficients, which are added during the

problem solution. Likewise, the SLCis are also slack variables, in this case those that are
not in the optimal basis. Applying Equatio.. (,,,, we ;ind that , ,,oq l A.002. Th at ;i

each coefficient in the objective function (the satellite utilities) can simultaneously and

independently vary up to 0.22 % without changing the optimum solution.
The interpretation of this solution is M"ost eassilly seen,, •cmaring Oth inear

program objective function that corresponds to the launch squadron's preferences, shown

in Equation (4-4), to the objective function that corresponds to a group's preferences,

shown in Equation (4-5).

MAX U(K-a).YK., + UI(K-b).YK,.b + U,(K-c).YK. (4
+ Ui(K-d).YK.a t-- UI(K-e).YK.,

MAX GUF(K-a).YK.. + GUF(K-b).YK . b - GUF(K -c). YK (45
+ GUF(K -d). YK .e + GUF(K -e)Y. Y.
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To be assured that the group's optim, m di;si, is the came ic thAt nf thp lniinrh

squadron's decision maker, the coefficients of Equation (4-5) must be such that for each

satellite:

Ui(K-i) - [Ui(K-i).0.0022] :5 GUF(K-i) _< U,(K-i) - [Ui(K-i)-0.0022]

(4-6)

4.5.4 Using, Tolerances to Characterize a Group Utility Function. To

show how a GLT can be characterized by the tolerance calculated in the last section, we

assume that the group being modeled has -two iv"-i-n .... s-t. e lo.ai,.d ... pecI,,

of the launch squadron DL and a DM with a more global perspective, such as a DM at a

major command headquarters. For simplicity, in this case we'll use the preference

structure we obtained from Case Srtdy "1as our g..obal ..... ecw,.

First, we'll c.,.mpare the utilities obtaird for the same set of satellites using the

two different preference structures. The comparison is shown in Table 4.7. Note that the

rank ordering of the satellites is not the same fUor t two DVIs, ,.

Table 4.7 Comparison of Decision Maker Preferences

K-a K-b K-c K-d K-e

Launch DM Utilities .452 644 377 .386 .450

Launch DNJ Rank Ordering 2 1 5 4 3

NAIC DMUtilities .669 .740 .623 .610 .673

NAIC DM Rank Ordering 3 , 1, 4 5 2
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If we assume the GUF takes on an additive form such as the one shown in Equation (4-7),

we can specify, using the tolerance. limits to the weighting factors that allow the optimal

solution to be unchanged.

GUF(x) = wiU;(x) - w:U2(x) (4-7)

The greatest percentage difference ,in satellite utifities hetween the DM's occurs

with satellite K-c. To calculate the critical weights (where a change in optimal solution

can take place) we solve the fbllowing set of equations:

.377.wl1+.623,w2 = .377- (4-8)
wl-w2 = 1

Solving these equations, we find that wl >_ 0.9967 This means that we are guaranteed the

same optimum solution only if the launch DM's preferences are weightedU atL lea..t p96 .U I / U.

Figure 4.2 graphically shows this result. The GUF isovalue curve is a straight line since

we've assumed an additive GLTF for this case. When w, > .9967 the tangent point to the

highest attainable GUF isovalue is -along the efficient ffrntier def-i'--e: d f or teU- lun.

squadron. When w, is varied below the 0.9967 threshold (and the corresponding slope of

the GUF isovalue lines decrease) the point of tangency is on the undefined efficient

frontier of either the proxy DM or the group.

Remember that this result is obtained independent of any satellite utilities

associated with the proxy DEM When the preferences of the proxy DM are specified. the

range of GUF weights that aflows the launch DM's preferences to prevail is considerably

wider. Figure 4.3 graphically shows this result. Note that the optimu.m GUt isovalue
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always falls tangent to either the launch squadron's or the proxy. DM's efficient frontier

A group efficient frontier (Aoes not be .ý......... Q ' ;p"rn SAI: "'l

Now we can make some statements concerninsi the GUF Given the launch DMv's

utilities, we can specify.' a range of weighting factors where we can guarantee that the

la u n c h D M 's p re fe re n c e s w ill' p re v a il- h '-L o p ri n '-11 g"1".1 6 ,k, ,, , .... .I 0" 6 ,,.% ,,L,..'" ' • " A ,ll '•;UU 3 fe at" ' "'",, ,t,"

case, the range is exceptionally tight. This is because two of the satellites competing for

the same launch window, K-a and K-e, have utilities which differ by only 0.02. If we
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Figure 4.3 GUF Characterization With Proxy DM Efficient Frontier

re-run this model where K-e is replaced by K-d, we can calculate a tolerance of 5.12%.

and a corresponding range of w, -e 0.92

The tolerances and weighting ranges ,hotl: 12t f -irst !nnAr ,i,-t .,moly, r,--,fl ,r?;v ,

When the proxy DM's preferences are defined. the group's optimum solution differs from

the launch DM's optimal sofutioa onLy if w, s 23 in the GUT. Further, when K-e is

replaced by K-cl, the optimum soWlution ren.i.sM*,tA the r.iia rga~rdless of the weiohtng

factors! However, the tolerance approach does not consider the individual utilities
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associated with other DMs. It assesses a "worst scnario" situation, which in this case is

where the utility of K-e (originally 0.450) rises 0.22%, and the utility of K-a (originally

0.452) falls 0.22%. When we use K-d vice K-e, the weights used in the GUF are tri-Vil

because both DMs agee on the ran-k ordering of the¢ sa-telites. Thus, we see that if the

changes in satellite utilities (the coefficients of the LP's objective function) remain within

our tolerance, we are guantW the same optimal solution for the group's decision and

for the original individual's decision.
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V. Conclusion

We now discuss the conclusions reached as a result ofths research, and of,,er

some suggestions for future research.

5.1 Research Results

Overall, this research was quite successful. All of the major goals stated in

Chapter 1 were met as planned.

5.1.1 Simplifying the Survey Process. Our prime theoretical concern was

whether we could substantially simplify the MAUT survey process. Usually, survey

instruments are so complex that the DM is confused to the extent that his responses

become inconsistent, and the DM often leaves the process with little confidence in its

validity.

We made three major simplifications to the survey instrument, which were

primarily centered on eliminating the the need to use lottery questions to capture the DM's

preference structure. Kirkwood's assumption of exponential univariate utiity curves

provided the first simplification. This eliminated the need for using the fractile method.

The fractile method has been criticized for its lack of consistent results (8:383).

Next we reduced the number of pairwise comparisons 2enuired tn vemyir utfiltv

independence by taking advantage of Keeney & Raiffa's "weaker conditions." As they

point out, without these conditions we must examine 2' - 2 utility independence

assumptions for n attributes (14:292) For our mode,. this is 81 go yerifi•atinnsl Thesei

conditions reduced the number of verifications to 12, a far more manageable undertaking.

To determine the preferences between criteria without using lottery questions, we

used a combination of methodologies by See., 2'A . '' r'lmn. As 2 re...t of our•

applying Seo and Sakawa's theory, the DM needed only to indicate the most important
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criterion, and then express the weights of the other criteria as a ratio to this criterion,

Clemen provided the means to determine the weight to be assigned to the most important

criterion via the swing weight method. Using this weight and the weight ratios between

the criteria, the remaining weights could be derived,

The MAUT model we constructed was fairly complex, having thirteen criteria.

Taking advantage of a hierarchical organization reduced the number of requifed paired

criteria comparisons from 78 to 21 This organization alflowed a logical grouping of

criteria, and eliminated the difficult task of comparing criteria which were greatly

dissimiliar.

Our survey simplifications allowed the entire survey to be .m.ninictered in ann

average time of less than two hours, without the use of frustrating lottery questions. In

both case studies, the DM left the survey with a good understanding of the process and

was confident in the outcome of the model.

5.1.2 Automating the Model's Utility Calculations. This task was not

particularly difficult, but it will greatly enhance the ability of NAIC analysts to update the

preference structure they use to ealu.te satellite lfitiet. The nreogram ic wri'Pn iuino

Microsoft Excel Version 5.0. The analyst does not need to be trained in MAUT to use the

program. The model only requires the analyst to update the survey, if desired, and enter

the sub-criterion scores for each sa•ellite heing assessed The .iy.el nrnorarn ralcnilate

the weighting factors and calibration constants, and outputs the respective satellite

utilities

5.1.3 Strategic Equivalence. We determined that. in ogeneral -an additive. ,tIlitylt

functional form could not be successfully substituted for the multiplicative form.

However, we showed that the additive form can be used for at least one limited case,

when rank ordering satellites from asingle cour-nt tht• all per-Fnr th en• a, ,cr.
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5.1.4 Application of the Model to an Optimization Problem. Here we

demonstrated that the utilities calculated for a set of satellites caii be used to optimize the

use of limited launch resources. We showed that a set of constraints can preclude a

satellite with a high utility from being selected for launch, while selecting a satellite with a

relatively lower utility for launch. In general, simply taking the rank ordering of a set of

alternatives and selecting the top n alternatives as the optimal solution is not appropriate in

a constrained environment. A cardinal scaling and an explicit model of nimited-resource

allocation is necessary for the final implementation of decisions.

5.1.5 Characterizing a Group Utility Function. Using the results of the

optimization problem, we .,..re Able to •n._ke some observations abot how the use of a

group utility function might influence the decision being made. Using the tolerance

approach, we were able to state the conditions under which the launch DM's decision

would be guaranteed to prevail in a grnop •nvironment More imnprtiantlv in the two DM

cases we examined, we were able to state these conditions without determining the

efficient frontier of the second DM, and without specifying the form of the group utility

function.

5.2 Recommendations for Further Study

During the course of this research, some difficwuti were encountereA which

should be addressed in future research. In addition, there are several areas of interest that

can be explored as extensions to the results presented here.

5.2.1 Group Utility Functions. There is A ari-At d~al ,-,fnnft,,nial for fitlr,

research in this area. First, the case of three or more decision makers should be examined.

Rather than use a proxy DM, actual participants in the launch decision process should be
interviewed to determine their efre ,,.,,,. In .aitf,;,, f,,t,,re rc¢pareh chniitri

attempt to model the GUF using a multiplicative form, since the additive form rarely
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applies to real decision proi lems Historica! 2i,-ch decisions shn,,d thein ho ,i-se tn

validate the improved model While the exact form of a GLUF is difficult to explicitly

determine, these theoretical advances might be used to approximate the launch decision

makers' preferences The improved mode! can then be used as a too! to mssist in making

future launch decisions.

5.2.2 Launch Model Simplicity. Since the launch optimization model was not

the primary focus of this research, it ,vas great!.' c;,mm ,!;fle In Allrm, frnr s tirmoly

demonstration of the possible extensions of our MAUT results. For the model to be

appropriatel> used to represent the Titan launch process, it should be expanded to include
e,,,-,•, ~ f th , ,% r a)'h, " *,-) .r Il,.moso. Covina Tho, r,,nceol• ivoce aItr,

the other processing flows, such. as that f C u pT

deterministic with respect to activity durations. A more realistic model should use a

stochastic approach.

5.2.3 Modeling Uncertainties In - tl,,,, 9 sae,);,,, are ,.,,,.,• ",

a sub-criterion, the analyst chooses a point on the sub-criterion's scale that best describes

the satellite. But often the analyst is not certain of the satellite's characteristics. More

likely, the analyst's knowledge is l %At, ,oa I we. ,of v.lu,, &vI tI.... t%- 4 We.. dueW o.

lkrmtations in their ability to collect precise intelligence information. Classical sensitivity

analysi. can be used to study the effects of'\ar- ng the level of a single sub-criterion.

However, if ranges are used lbr several Sub'-riter"; ....... , th p .... P& V-4r4 W ,,,

the corresponding range of utility scores would be mathematically intensive One of the

goals of the model was to make it simple for the analyst to use The Excel program
should be modified to alow;, th-e ana~,5 A,-. cntcr '-, ,h ;U$., T,.

program should then calculate and display the resulting satellite utility as a range
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Appendix A: Case Study 41, NAIC Survey

Decision Maker: Mr. Bill Banks
INAICITASX

Intorviw Date: 7 September 1994

Section 1: Mapping The Single Variable Utility Functions

Criteriort 1: Enviromnent
This crftenon defines t" va~ue associated with the time dependent 'state of the world'* To provide cons'sent -46~e raling;
for thie satellites, a 'unupshor is taken ardranked. This criairlon since R can be thought of astminedependent, allows a timne
seerie of satelite utilty to be shown, since muiliple'snapshicts" Can be taken over a period of time In addition, this criterion
allows somehaut flng- to be dome, This critronis evlaedn onlyoneasthe scoresw ~llbete samretfor any set of
satevilitus; ifronm the same country) evauated at a particular time

Sub.Ciriter"o 1.1: Political State
The aub-critericn desc-ibes the current International political environment.

0.00 'Peoc~ul 3tab.IKV International relations are stable 3nd the world is absent of any significai~t
miliitory'politicel crases Obviously. this state is exceptionally tare

0.26 'ixor Chsees~egrading Stability' One or more minor local.'regional crises are in progress, that do not
immediately threaten national security Relations with a lies or adiversaries, may be degraded, but
negotations ore coribrixamg. For most countries, this is the most common state during the 20th century

0.60 - *jor Crliss One or more regional crises are in progress. that potentially, threaten national security.
Relations with allies or adversaries we substantial~y degraded. and negotiations are seemingly at an
Impaisse. This would descrbe the poiltical landscape thiroughlout moet of Me 19305

0.76 - tLimiteid War" Tensions between nations are hog Regional conflict has broken out that thratens
national see^ll General war fthratens The Korean and Vietnam Wars are examples of this
environmient

1.00 - 'General War' National force. are fully inobtlized and committed to intense combat. World War 11
exuemplifies ti~s environment.

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

if the sateilte is assigned a value (uility) Of 0 when Mhe criterion is at level 0 00 (we assign u(0 00).a 0], sand ll1w saelalite is
assigned a utilityof 11 when the criterion isat level 1 00 l ull 00)z x1, show on the scale above the criterion level tnat you
think would yield a saleirsit irlty of O5S u( ?) a 051

ANS: 0.4



Sub-Criterion 1-2: Adversary's Space Capability
ThIs sub-crtenon examines the overai space capabil:ty of the nation The Pareto assumption here is lt~it t.- ,c,'

space-capable a nation is the more Iidvidual space assets are relied upon

0.00 - rPnritive" Nation has virtually no space assets whatsoever. In addition it has little or no ability

to Intertere with other nation's deployed assets

0.25 - -Minor Space Power' Possesses has limited space assets, deployed primarily in support roles. Some

interterence/jamming capability is likely.

0.50 - Medium Space Power' Assels are deployed in support and force enhancement roles.

0emonstrateI cs-pablity to interfereorm enemy satelite systems.

0.75 - 'Major Space Power' Aesels we deployed across neady the full range of mission areas,

and has integrated them somewhat with terrestrial forces. Likely offensive anti-satellite capability.
1.00 - 'Space Superpover' Fully deployed and Integrated systems across the full range of missionis.

Demonstrated offensivevdefensuve ani-satellite capability

0100 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

If the satellite is assigned a value (uility) of 0 when the criterion Is at level 0.00 1we assign u(0.00) = 0), and the satellite is
assigned a utility of 1 when the criterion is at level 1 00 [ u(1 00) * 1]. show on the scale above the criterion level that you

think would yield a satellite utility of 0.5 [ u( ?): 0.5 ].

ANS: 0.55 1

Sub-Crlterion 1-3: International Economy
This sub-.critrion describes the state of the nation's economy. This sub-criterion may at twst appear to be scaied in

reverse. However, we are r-.onsWden a satellite's value in terms of the economic conditions, where the value placed

on the assat increases as economic conditions worsen.
0.00 - -Boom Characterzed by rapid economic growth and vigorous International trade.

0.25 - 'Growth' Overall, economy is healthy end growing Trade barriers are minimal.

0.50 - "Stable" Most common economic state Trade reaIons and currency exchanges are stable Trade
barriers may be present, but do not seriously hamper trade relaions

O.T. - 'Recession' Economy Is s-Wriing. Currency ethanges may be unstable. Trade relations ;re

constrainred, protection is prevalent.

1.00. "Depression" Economy Is in collapse. International trade is minimal, with trade barriers dominating.

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

i' tMe sa Ste is assigned a value (utltyl of O wtren the criterion is at level 0.CO (we assign u(0.CO) = C, and tN setlite is
aSSigned a utldty of I n the criterlon is af level 1 O00 u(.00) = I ). show on the scale above the criterion level that you

tlh'nk rould yield a satellite utiity of 0 5 1 u(') 0.5)

ANS: 0.6

Criterion 2: Mission impact
This criterion attempts to determIne the value of a satellite's mission(s) relative to the misston(s) of other sate•lites As such

the rating given may reflect an endre class of satellites for example. those used for earty warning.
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Sub-Crterion 2-1: "Mission Crfitcality"
This sub-crtteroi rates the relative importance of satellite missions, such as early warning, communicatons, wea*.er, etc.

0.00 - 'TriviaiScientific" Mission is primarily scientific in nature, and has virtually no impact to the warfighter

This does not mean the satellite Is useless, but that i has no direct or current a•plication to military

offensrveidefensive capabilities.

0.25 - 'Minor Component' While not contributing directly to warfighting capability, the sellaite directly stds

forces that do.

0.50 - 'Medium Component- Satellites plays a signiticant role in force offsnsive,defersiva

0.75 - "Major Component Satellite mission plays a significant In Fce offensive/defensive strategy.

1.00 - 'Crt•calr" Mission constitutes a critical capability, without which it would be difficult or nearly

impossible to conduct wartime operations.

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

If the satellite is assigned a value (utility) of O when the criteon Is at level 0.00 [we assign u(0.00) : 01, and the sate!ite is

assigned a utility of I when the criterion is at level 1 00 I u(1.00) a 1 j. show on the scale above the criterion level that you

think would yield a satellte utility of 05 [ u( 7)= 0.S

ANS:

Sub-Criterion 2-2: "SpacelGround Ratio"

Here the relative amount of the mission accomplished n space versus on the ground is examined

0.00 - 1100% Ground" Terrestrial assets perform the entire operational mission.
0.25 - 'Prmarily Ground' Space asets are sometimes used for the operational mission, however, ground

counterparts dominate. Space systems seen as somewhat experimental, and serve primarily in
backup roles

0.50 - "5'50 MiPA Space and ground easels ore equally relied upon to perform an assigned mission.

0.76 - "Primarily Spbce* Space assets dominate miss=on accomplishrment. Ground assets are secondary or

used as a btcktuo.
1.00 - 100% Spece" The entire mission is performed bV space asset; Ground bwakup ,1-- 1' CU., -"or

unreliable

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

If the satellite is assigned a value (utility) of 0 when the crferon Is at level 0.00 [we assign u(0.00) = 01, and the sateilite is

asstgnedautifity of l when the criterion Isat level tO.01 uQtO1 .1 ,, 1, showon the scale abovethe criterion levelthat you

think wculd yield a atelflte utiityt of 0 u( ):0.S.

ANS:1 0.5

Sub-Criterion 2-3: Maturity Of Mission
How well the satellite's mision Is understood by warfig•hters and integrated into overall capabilities is considered in this

sub-critenon
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0.00 'Unknown/Unused' Satellite's capabilities are not understood or utilized by siralegic and tactical
commanders Satellte remains largely an R&D project.

0.25 - 'L~ttle KnowwV* Sateli~te capacity is partially understood arid used, butl only on a basic level R&D
community possesses the expertise to operate fth satellite,

0.50 - 'Somewhat Integrated' Operational Turnover of the satellite has occurred from the R&D commni~nty to
an operational unit. Capabiilites are still being explored. Information concerning fth satellite has reached
field commanders and expementalitentative use has begun

0.75 - 'Widely Known/Substnntially Integrated' Operation of the satellite is normalized. Field commanders
understand capabilties and routinely use them. Some problems still exist, and alternate asses are
maintained and frequently relid upon

1.00 - Fully Integrated" Satellilte Is fully understood and exploited, and capabilities are fully
Integrated Into theater operations.

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.73 1.00

If the sateile is assigned a 'alue (utilit) cf 0 when, the adriterlc is atlevel 0.C0 [vie assign u(0.00) =0], and t" satellite is
asnt ned a utility, oft1 when the criterion Is at level 1.001 u(1 .00) = I1], show on the scale above the criterion levei that you
thin <would yield asatellite utility cf0.5 ( u( ?) =0.5 1.

ANS: 10.45

Criterion 3: Costi~omestlc: Commltmantlml
The value placed on a satellite in demonstrated by the level or commitment a nation makes to supporting the ewtifiw"itof l Ofits
mission.
Sub-Criterion 3-1: Economic Commritm'ent
The funding status of the satellite's production, operations and Infrastructure is evaluated here

0.00 - 'Near Cancellation* Commitment to t~he satellite (program) Is minrimal or near termination. Natural
reasons for this to occwN is that it isnear the erid of the satellite's (program) life cycle, or upon the
advent of a new technology that renders the satellite obsolete. Political considerations may also cause
termination

0. 0 rawdown' Support Is In decline. This may be due to pocaeconorin Wi "ýt. *i M
be late in fth satelW.' (program's) life cycJ*.

CAO ."Stable' Funding is stable. Typical of a satellite (program) early or near the rred-point of Its life-cycle.
0.75 'Growth' Funding is growing ste~lly. This is typical of a fairly young satellite (program). when

political support is growing and Infrastructure is still being added.
1.00 - 'Egplostve Growth" Political support and funding for the satellite is rapidly expending. Political support

is consolidating

0.00 0. 25 0.50 0. 78 1. 00

If the satellite is assigned a value (utility) of 0 when the criterlori is at level 0 00 iwe assign u(0.00) a 01, and the satellite is
assigned a utility of I %vhIen the criterion is all level 1 001J uit .00) 21 ], show on the scale above the criterion level that you
think would yield a satellite utility of 0,5 [ u( 7) 0.5 1.

ANS: 10.55
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Sub-Criterion 3-2: Economic Impact

White the previous sub-criterion looks at he growith rate, tho~ 5ub-Crttrc ea e5heurt tzedyrwlii.nlh
commitment to the satellite.

0.00 - Mom & Pop' Program" Very small organization that impacts only a small local economy Production

facilltes might consist of a single small plant.

0.28 ' Minor Program' Dominates only a local economy Production facilities might consist of a few s-all
plants or a single large one.

0.60 - *Regional Program" Program infrastructure is significant to a regional economy'. PRogram I s;arge en',uglh
to receive some notional legislative scrutiny.

0.76 . 'Major Program" Program infrastructure is significant to national economy and receives significant

subsUantlal national public and legalative attention

1.00 - 'Intense Program" Substantial sacrifices are made at the national ;evel to continue funding of the salteiite's

infrastructure. Single-minded economic priority is given to the satellite.

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

If the satelita Is assigned a value (utility) of 0 when the criterion is at level 0.00 [we assign u(0.00) = 01. and the satellite is

assigned a utility of 1 when the criterion is at level 1.00 1 u(1.00) % 11, show on the scale above the criterion level that you
think wouldyld a satellite utility of 05 1 u( ?) - 0,51

ANS: o- s I

Sub-Crfterion 3-3: Launch Priority
Launch priority given to a satetlle Is an excellent indicator of the value placed on that asset. This sub-criterion also Includes
the sparing" strategy, as the presence of spare satellites on the ground or on-orbdt affects the priority given to a new launch.

0.00 - "No Near Term LaunclvNo Spares" No capability exists to replace the satellite In the near term. Replacement
satellites have not been constructed and/or no launch vehicles are available

0.25 'e•layed Schedule/Limited Sparing" Replacement satellites have been partially constructed but ae not

available for near term launch. A lauinch schedule does not exist, is iniomplete. or delayed
0.0 - 'Stable Launch Schedule!Substantl Sparing" Launch of replacamnerv satellites can be accompished on

a schedule However, the scheLdue somewhat infleible. Spares are available. but most are on the

ground, and those in orbit are not positioned for immediate use.

0.76 - "Accelerated ScheduleNear Complete Sparing" Launch of replacement satelltes can be accomplished
on an accelerated schedule. Several spares are constructed, with most placed in orbit to be positioned

in the short term.
1.00 - 'Launch On reediCompreheneive Sparing" Launch is possible on relatively short notice. A comprehernive

spitring strategy is in place. On-orbit spares can be made operational quickly.

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

If the satellite is assigned a value (utIliy) of 0 when the criterion is at level 0.00 Iwe assign u(0.00) a 01, and the satellite Is

assigned a utility of 1 when the criterion is at level 1.00 1 u(1.00) a 1], show on the scale above the criteron level that yuu
think would yeld a satetllte utlfy of0.5 u?) ,, 0.5 J.

ANS:
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CrIterion 4: Satellite Status
This criterion takes into account the individual charactefistics of the satellite

Sub-Criterion 4-1: Mission Performance Status

How v, ell the satellite is performing its assigned mission is directly applicable to the value that Is placed on it
0.00 - "Non-Operationar Satellite Is degraded to the extent that it cannot be considered operational.

0.25 - "Sevwely DegradedWT'umed Off Spare" Satellite Is capable of performing its mission only to . marginal
extent. Satellite may be configured as a s:•re, with secondary power turned off utillt needed.

0.50 - "Significantly Degraded" Satellite satisfactorily performs 4 mission. but at a substantially degraded level.
0.75 - 'Slightly Degraded" Sateilite performs its mission as expected, but some minor degradation is pesent.

1.00 -"No Degradation" Satellite Is fully capable of performing is mission with no failed or degraded units.

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

If the aldli Uts is assigned a value (utility) of 0 when the criterofn is at level 0.00 [we assign u(0 00) a 0], and the satellite is

assigned a utilty of I when the crterion is at level 1.00 1 u(1 00) = 11, show on the scale above the cnterion level that you
think would yield a satellite utility of 0.5 ( u(?) ? 0.5).

ANS:i 0.55

Sub-Criterion 4-2: Contribution To Mission
Rarely does a single satellite accomplish an entire mission Typically. satellites ae grouped Into a constellation to complete
an assigned mission. Here the satellites contribution to completing the mission ie mesured

0A00 "SpareNo Direct Impact To Mission" Loss ofthe satellite will not adversely Impact the capability to
accomplisha mission. A typical case would be a satetllile configured as an on-orbit spare.

0.25 - 'Secondary Impact To Mission" Loss of satellite would impact the cornsteliation at a secondary level
only. The mission completed by, this satellite can be readily transferred to another satellit, i.

0.0 -*Impacts Constellation Miasion' Lcs of the satellite would adversely Im pact mission accomplishment.
Much of the satellite's duties can be transferred, but noticeable degradation wi occur

0.76 -"Strongly Impacts Mission" Loss of the safellite signifIcantly impacta mission accomplishiment. Sateli te
mission duties are largely Irreplaceable hence substantial degradation results.

1.00 - "Critical To Mission' Loss of satellite critically impairs mission accomplishrent.

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

if t,. seulite es assigned a vlue (uLtity) of 0 when the crt.erion Is at level 0.01) jve assign u.O 00) a C], ard the sutellite is
assigned a utility of I when the criterion is at level 1.00 1 u(1 00) a 1], show on the scale above the criterion level that you
think would yield a satellite utiity of 05 u( ?) 0.5 1.

ANS: 05
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Sub.CiVierlon 4-3: Level Of Technology

In genreral. more modern satellites that employ Improved technologies have greater capabilities In particular, satellites that

employ newer technologies represent a significant investment in research and development. Presumably, this arvestnent has

purpose and value.

0.00 - "Primit~ve* Space technology is at the most rudimentary level A satellite such as this would hearken back

to the days of Sputnik.
0.25 - 30 Year Old State of the Art' Today (1-94), this represents technology developed and emnpioy•d by

advanced natiors in the 1960's.

0.0 .1 20 Year Old State of the Arr Technology originally developed end fielded the most advanced nations

In the 1970's.

0.75 - '10 Year Old State of the Art' Technology originally developed and fielded by the most advanced nations

during the 1980's.

1.00 - State of the Art" Represents the current possible fielded space technology.

000 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

Ifthe satellite is assigned a value (utility) of 0 when the criterion is at level 0.00 (we asign u(0.00) a 0), and the satellite is
assigned a utility of I when the criterion Is at level 1.00 1 u( .00) a 1 ], show on the scale above the crterion level that you

tINk* would yield a satellite utility of 0.5 1 u(~ ) 0.5 1.
ANS: 0.6

Sub-CrMteon 4-4: Expected Remaining Lifetime

It would seem obvious that the value placed on a satellite depends on an estimation of how long the satellite will remain

operational, This I to be distinguished from a eatellite's planned life cycle, which Is a fixed timespan estimated by satellite
d..igner. The expected remaining lifetime is a changing estimate, affected by the spocecraft's age, fuel reserves, and

known satellite subsystem failures
0.00 - "0 years" Complete failure is a.•dipeted at any tlin.

0.20 - "3 yearn"

*AO - 'Syeam"
0.80 - ") years,

0.90 - 12 years"

1.00 "1I years or more"

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

If the satellite is assigned a value (utility) of 0 when the criterion Is at level 0.00 Iwe asnIgn u(0.00) = 0), and the satellite is
assigned 2 utility of 1 when the criterion Is at level 1.00 [ u(1 .00) a 1], show on the scale above the criterion level that you

think would yield a satellite utility of 05 t u( ?.051

ANS:I. 0.5
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Section I1: Independence Verification

For sub-criterion 4-1. Mssiorn :.CoerrJlpmlhent, you ln•di=-• .t '; ;E; V-1 '.1=4 y-' ... "' w

0.55

Assume now that the leval of sub-criterion 1-1, Political State, Is 0,00. Does this change your assessment above for
su~ 4I1 NO I
What if the level of sub-crtarion 1-1 is changed to 0.50 . [ hNO i
What ifthe level of sub-criterion 1-1 is changed to 1.00 ? E P

Assurre now that tMe level of sub-crterion -2, Overml Space Capabmy,ty r 0.00 Does Ihis change your assessment abov,

for sub-cruerion 41? NO

What if the levl of sub-criterion 1-2 is changed to 0.60? 7NO
What if the level of sub-criten 1-2 is changed to 1.00 ? NOP

Assume now that the level of sub-criterion 1-3, NatIonal Economy, is 0,00 Does this change your assessment above for
sub-crterion 4-17 NO[
What I the level of sub-criterion 1-3 Is changed to 0.60? 7 NO I
What if the level of sub-critedon 1-3 Is changed to 1.00 ? [ P

Assume now that the level of sub-crterion 2-1. Mission CritIcality. Is 0.00. Does this change your assessment above for
sub-criterion 4-1? NO
What If the level of sub-criterion 2-1 Is changed to 0.10 ? I NO I
What if the level of sub-criterion 2-1 is changed to 1.00 7 NO

Assume now that the level of sub-criterior 2-2, Space/Ground Ratio, is 0.00 Does this change your assessment above for
sub-crir-,o2n 4-1 [
What if the level of sub-criterion 2.2 is changed to 0.60 ? NO[
What If the level of sub-criterion 2-2 is changed to 1.001 NO

Assume now that the level of sub-criterion 2-3, Maturity of Mission .Is 0.00 Does this change your assessment above for
sub-criterion 4-1'7 NO
What if the level of sub-criterion 2-3 is changed to 0.60? 7 NO |
What if the level of sub-criterion 2-3 is changed to 1.00 ? [ NO

Assume now that the lvel of sub-crfteron 3-. EA- D-OM, I-e, -, C0 . ". e ,- p ,-•,, va few

sub-criterion 4-11?N
What if the level of sub-criterion 3-1 Is changed to 0,.•0 7 NO
What if the level of sub-criterion 3-1 is changed to 1.00 7 [M
Assume now that the level of sub-criterion 3-2, Economic Impact, Is 0.00. Does this change your assessment above for
sub-c riterion 4-17 N
What If the level of sub-criterion 3-2 is changed to 0.50 ? NO
What If the leel of sub>-criterion 3-2 is changed to 1.00 ? NO
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Assume now that the level of sub..crilalon 3-3, Launch Prionty. is 0.00. Does this change your assessment above for

sub-critedon 4-17

What If the evM of sub-criterion 3-3 is changed to 0.60 [?NO
What if the level of sub-clterion 3-3 is changed to 1.00 ? 9 O

Assume now that the level of sub-criterion 4-2. Contrbution to Mission. is 0.00 Does this change your assessment above

frsub-criterion 4-1? NO
W ha if te level of sub-citadn 4.2 is changed to 0.50 ? NO

What e level of sub-.crtrlon 4.2 is changed to 1.00 ? N° 1

Assume now that the level of sub-critericn 4.3. Le-vel of Tec.r,,•.,,! 'it refl. fl4 this-.rn yv. ar YN .•.*n.'. ,nv.

b- sub-criterion 4.-1 NO
What if th. level of sub-criterion 4-3 is changed to 0.50 7 NO ]
What if the level of sub-critenon 4-3 to changed to 1.007 ?E N

Assume now that the level of sub-criterion 4-4, Expected Remaining Lifetime. is 0.00 Does this change your assessment

above for sub-crIterion 4.17 NO
What if th level of sub-criterion 4-4 is changed to 0.50? [ NO
What if the level of sub-criterion 4-4 is changed to 1.00 ? NO
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Section III: Creating The MU'"1ti -Variate Crite.r.ion : u ty i...i.woe.

Criterion 1: Environment

Rank order the three sub-criterton in order of Impodance, from hichest to k:est

J ISub-Criterion 1.1: Political State

This sub-criterion descnbes the current intemational political environmentr

1I Sub-Criterion 1-2: Adversary's Space Capability

This criterion examines the relative space capability of a potential or actual adversary.

3 Sub-Criterion 1.: International Economy

This sub-criterion descnrbes the state of the worldwide economy. This sub-criterion may at

first appear to be scaled In reverse, however, "s we consider a aatellfte's value in terms of

the econ"'ii times, the value placed on the asset increases as economic conditonsi

worsen.

Assume for now that the sub-criterion you ranked as #1 has a weighbng factor of I On the scale below, indicate

the relative weights for the other two sub-criterion. by placing them on the scale.

0.0 0.1 02 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Relative WeightsýO.

S0.75

Criterion 2: Mission bnpact

Rank order the three sub-critenon in order of inportan,,, fc• hg, to i,,,.

E J i Sub-Criterion 2-1: Mission Criticality

This sub-crilerion rates the relative importance of satellite missions. such as early warning.

commnuncations. weather, etc.

3 .. Sub-Criterion 2-2: SpacalGround Ratio

Here the relatve ao•unt of the mission accomplished in space versus on the ground Is

examined.

I Sub-Criterion 2-3: Maturity Of Mission

How well the satellile's mission Is understood by warilghters and Integrated Into overall

capabilities is considered in this sub-criterion.

Assume for now that the sub-criterion you ranked as #1 has a weighting factor of 1. On the scale below, indicate

the relative we~ig.s for the other two sub-criterion, by placing them on the scale.

! II , - --- -

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
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Relative Weoighs; 0.8S0.9

Criterion 3: Cost/Domestic Commitment

Rank order the three sub-criterion in order of importance, from highest to lowest.

Sub-Criterion 3-1: Economic Commitnent

The funding status of the satellite's production, operations and Infrastructure IS evaluated

here.

Z Sub-Criterion 3.2: Economic bnmpact
WhIle the previous sub-criterion kooks at the growth rate. this sub-crierion exarrines the

current size and impact of the comnmtent to the satellite.

I- 1 Sub-Criterion 33: Launch Priority

Launch priority given to a satellite is an excellent indicator of the value placed on that asset.

This sub-criterion also Includes the 'sparing strategy, as the presence of spare satellites

on the ground or on-orbit affects the pr"rt given to a new launch.

Assume for now that the sub-criterlon you ranked as 0I has a weighting factor of 1. Oni the scale below, indicate

the relative weights for the other two sub-citerlon, by placing them on the scale.

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Relative Weights:

Criterion 4: Satellite Status

Rank order the four sub-onterion In order of Importance. from highest to lowest.

I Sub-Crkerlon 4-1: Mission performance Status

How well the satellite is perfonring iAs assigned mission is directly applicable to the value

that Is placed on it.
38ub-Criterion 4-2: Contribution to Mission

Rarely does a single ael"Wlite accomplish an entire mission, Typically, sateflites are grouped
into a constellation to complete an assigned misslon. Here the satelte's contribution to

completing the constellation's mission Is measured.

4 Sub-Criterion 4-3: Level Of Technology

In general, more modem satellites that employ improved technologies hve greater

capabilties. In particular, satellites that employ newer technologies represent a significant

Investment In research anr development. Presumably, this investment has purpose and

value
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EI J • Sub-Criterion 4-4: EBpected Remaining LPfetime

ft would seem obvious that the value placed on a satellite depends on an estimation of how

long the satelli will remain opu'ational. This is to be distingu' shed fromn a sate]tite's pianned

itf cycle, which Is a fied tUmespan estimated by satettite dtvgners The expected

remaining lifetime is a changing estimate, affWcted by the spacecraft's age, 'uel reserves,

and known satellite subsystem failures

Assume fbr now that the sub-criterion you ranked as #1 has a weighting factor of 1. On the scale beIo*, indcate

the rellive weights for the oher two sub-criterion, by placing ttern on the scale.

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Relate Weights: " IF
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Section IV, Creating The AUt,-Vartatll- Critwil U qy Fu., F.Olt,,Is

Criterion ":t Environment

We define a satellite used in the environment below as having a utility a 1.

Political State General War

Adversmqs Space Capability Space Superpower

International Economy Depression

Now we define a satellite used In the ewLrortment b!cw ! ,ttIYi -* t, x A.

Political State Peaceful Stability

Adversary's Space Capability Primitive

InteiatIonal Economy Boom

Imagine a satellite used in the environmeni described beio,:

Political State Peaceful Stability

Advenrmas Space Capability Space Superpower

International Economy Boom

Assiqn a number Ibtween 0 and I that best describes the utility valueyou place C . a satelt,'e that is used Ilfthis

environment. Assume that these three attributes are the only attributes to describe the satlis 0.75

Criterion 2: Mission h1ipact

We define a satellite with the mission attributes below as having utility a 1.

Mission CrticaJity Critical To Force Survival

SpaceiGround Ratio 100% Space

Maturity Of Mission Fully Integrated

Now we define a sate•fl• With the mr'ssion eý•-t .ws a5 h m uffl!ity u a.

Mission Crlticallly Trivia/Sciertific

SpacuiGround Ratio 100% Ground

Maturity Of Mission UnlcnowtU/Jnused

Now "Imgine a satellite with the mission attributes descr eo' beow:

Mision Criticality TrivialiScientific

SpaceiGround Ratio 100% Ground

Maturity Of Mission Fully Integrated

Assign a number between 0 and I that best describes the utility value you place on a satelilte with this mission

attributes. Assume that these attributes are the only attributes to describe the satellite. M0.0
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Section V, Creating The Overall Utility Function
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Section VI, Creating The Overall UUtll'ry Furiction, Part II
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Section VII, Calculations

Risk Attitude Constants Calibration Constants Sub-Criterion Weights:

1.1: 0.822163 Criteria 1 -0.95271 1-1: 0.675
1-2: -0.40269 Criteria 2 67.62506 1-2. 0.75
1-3: -0.82218 Criteria 3 -0.9444 1-3: 0.5625
2-1: 0.822183 Criteria 4 8.826142 2-1. 0.0425
2-2: 0 Overall -0.27771 2-2: 0.045
2-3: 0.402692 2.3. 0.05
3-1: -0.40269 3-1. 0.63
3-2. -0.82216 Criterion Weights: 3-2: 0.63
3-3. 0 3-3. 0.7
4.1: -0.40269 Criteria 1 0.3 4-1- 0.1
4-2: 0 Criteria 2 0.27 4-2: 0.085
4-3: -0.82216 Criteria 3 0.285 4-3: 0.075
4-4: 0 Criteria 4 0.27 4-4. 0.09

Risk Attitude Constant Calibration Constant Calculations
Lookup Table: (1000 Iterations)

.6 Utility RAC Criteria I Crt'ena 2 Criteria 3 Cnteria 4 Overall
Point -0.15271 67625061 0.94 8.8261421 -0.27771

____ xI3M'1 01 -3,8E-091 01 -7.81E-161 -1 IE-161
01 6921514 -0 95271 6762506 -0944 8826142 -0.27771

015 A 5-•7

02 32612V
025 2 &MtII
03 1801071

0 31- '27852i
04 082"-163

C 4e C 4026
05 0____

05 -4 2692e

06 .4 .=163
0651 -1 278A2

0)7 -1 C¶07,

075 2 43'171
06 -34 IleI e

91 -¶3692 134

-_v -1
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Section VIII, Satellite Utility Data

At A2 A3 BI CI A4 A5 A6

11: IntewaUonal Political State 02 02 02 02 0.2 0.2 02 0.2
1.2: Adveriry' Space Capability 0825 0.825 0.825 0.5 0.3 0.825 0825 0.825
1-3: Irntenational Econom'ny 0 175 0175 0675 06 0.6 0675 0675 0.675

2.1: MissionCriticahity 1 1 1 08 0,4 06 06 025

1.2: "W4roundRaio C4 0.4 04 036 0,4 0.5 05 025
24-: Maturit Of Mission 1 1 1 07 08 05 1 06

3.1: Econoc Convttmeni. 04 05 03 07 08 075 05 0.7
3-2: Econorrc Impact 08 0! 8 06 0.-5 0.6 075 05 041

3-3: LaunchPIonty 07j 06 04 0 0 04 03 05

4-1: Mission Pufonannc StSatus 1 0,9 06 0.85 1 1 1 1

4.2: Contrlbution To Mission 0 e 07 04 1 08 09 025 025
44: Level Of Techino"o __ 07 C8 05 08 085 1 05 0

4-4: Expected Renauning Lifetime 0 01 01 015 0.1 035 035 0.

U(1-1) 027C51 0.27051 0.27051 02705•1 027051 0.27051 027051 027051

U(1 -2) 079472 079472 0.79472 044983 025897 0.73472 079472 0.74472
U(1-3) 0.8917 05e167 058167 05 0.5 058167 058167 058167
U(2-1) I 1 I 0--87 0.5 0.6947 06947 033147
U(2-2) 04 04 04 o03 04 05 05 0.25
U(2-3) I I 1 o741M o0805 0 W!77 1 064752
U(3.1) 035248 044903 02518%7 065671 0.7665, 0.711C8 044963 065671
U(3-2) o 72249 0 724 05 055380 0.5 066853 0 39 0 3o53
U(3-3) 07 06 04 0 0 0.4 03 05
U(4-1) 1 0 89M C55a119 082317 1 1 1 1
U(4-2) ae 07 04 1 o0 09 0.2S 025
U(4.3) 061C03 0729* C,39c5 07 '4 07930' 1 03968 039865
U(4-4) 0 01 01 015 0o 035 0.35 02

Er~rrornwr4 UN64 0 *"9"74 079174 Cn79174 061593 053237 079174 079'74 079174
Ms$olr •vp b'wUtiiy 054' 2 054172 C054172 035683 028OV-9 C30,4W 047475 0.14737
Cos.'ConimniCor miri.'t 0L It 063443 0 7940 C .e6C1 0 •2633 065427 0 78825 058405 0 7$43

seSIS.suta.j 0-X9' 037t36 C8'1W 045•49 044853 0645.5 0a299.V.. C..5'"71

SATELLITE UTILITY 065228 056272 05691 0oe4958 051612 065W61 057597 0521C8

Rank 3 2 4 I 1 1 4 7
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Appendix B: Case Study #2, Titan Launch Surve-.

Decision Maker: Capt. Paul Krey

Interview Date: 120 September 1994

Section 1: Mapping The Single Variable Utility Functlons

Cr~ateion 1: Envirioniment
TN* cwiterion defines the value asisociated with the timne dependent 'state of the world * To provide consistent value ratings
for the satellites, a esnapshot is taken and nranked This orterloin since * can be thought of as timei dependent, alows a t"m
ewea of satellite utility to be shown, Wone multiple -snaparos- can be taken over a period of time. In addition, this criterion
aosaime-Whiat ifng~tobe done Thiscriterionise#valuated only once, as thlescoreswilllbe the samefor any set of
satellites (from the same country) evialuated at a particular time.

Sub-CrIfterloin 1-1: Political Staite
The sub-crfterioeezribes the current international political environment.

0.00 - 'Peacefu StabiWllyintarriational relations are stmoe a&d the world is absen of any significant
mulitary'politikal crisers Obviously. tiNs state is exceptionally rare.

0.26 - 'nor Cinsw~egrading Stability' One or moire minor loca~lregional crises are in progires, that do riot
aimedtistly tietieon national security Relations with allies, or adveirsaries may be degraded, but

rieg~atlrw re cntining or moet countries. this is the most corranor state during the 20th century.
LSAO- ih~jor Crisis' One or more reg~onal crises. are in progress that potentially Irveaten nalioral securtty.

Ruawlions withi Vileas or adversaries am substantally OMraed aridnegolistlo arveseemwnglyat an
1mwesse Thie wild daor~be tilepolhitia ludecaoe t Whrogomot of &VIti Ws

0.76 . Limited War Tensione betweeen nations are hgn. Regional conflict has broken ouiA that Itheatens
natfional aeirity General wair threatens The lKornesndVietnamiWars aremexmpes of this
"envonent

100 Gtnrwai Wafe "ational forces rve Iiulý mobtlglze and comnmfttd to intense comibaf Woid War If
exepiiie this enivironment.

Ott) 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

If the eete'iiteis assigned a value lutillty) of 0 wher the crftero is at ievei 0 00 1v assign u0 00) - 01. and toe sartegI0l is
aasgneti a Witty of i %toev Vie criterion as at le", 1 00 1 Litt 00) a 1 ], show on the scale above the erterlon le-vel triat you
lNnk woud ipeld asaeIteintAitv of 05 Iu( ? 01

ANS: 0.2i
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Sub-Criterion 1-2: Adversary's Space Capability
This sub-criterion examnew the overall space capibility of the nation The Pareto ausumption hers is that the more

space-capable a nation is, the more indivdual space assets are relied upon
0.00 -*Prlmfive' Naticin has virtuvlly no space assets whatsoever. In addition, It has little or no ability

to interfere with other nation's deployed asset
0.26 'Minor Space Power' Possesses has limited space assets, deployed primarily in support roles Some

lnterferenceflanmsming capability is likely
0.50 ' Medium S pace Power' Assets are deployed In support and force enhancement roles.

Demonstrated cspebility to inlrererýaqm enemy satellite systems.
40.7 MAlor Space Power Assets are deployed across nearly the full range of mission areas

and has rintiiratled them somewhaet with terrestrial foe'es. Ukely offensive antI-satellIte capability.
1.00 - 'Space Superpower' Fully deployed arnd integrated systems across the full range of missions.

Demonstrated offameiveidefensav# anti-satellite capability.

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.175 1.00

If the sattilie is asesined a value (Utility) of 0 when the criterion is at level 0.00 Ewe assign utOCO) = 0], and the satellite is
as.(gnd a utility ofIl when t" crieron isast level 1 00 1u(l 00) =11J. show, on the scale above the criterion level that you
thilnk would yida satellite utility of01 (uf')u0.5j1.

ANM: [0.75

Sub.Criteriori 11-: Internationial C-conomy
This sub-criterion describes the state of the nation's economy This sub-criterion may at first apoear to be scaed in
reveirse. However, we are considering a satellite 9 value in terms of the economic conditrins, where the value plac~ed
an the asset inicreases as economic conditions vorsein.

0.00 - 'oom' Characterized by rapid economic growth arid vigorous intarnatioril trade.
0.25 - *Growth' Overall, economy Is healthy andc growing Trade bamers awe minimal.
0.60 - 'Stable" Most common economic state. Trade relations and currelncy exctanges, are stable. Trade

barrers may be present, but do not seriously hamper "rde relations
C78 - 'Recee'~on* Economy is ahrin".n Currency exchanges may be unstable. Trade rela"Onri 3me

constrained. protectionismn is prevalent
1.00 -'Deprssio' Economy a in collaps Irternational trade ismni~mawithtrade barrirs dominatng.

0.00 025 0.50 0173 1.00

ltlla* eil4eis saIqneidavalue utbly) ofQwtentlecrilleron -ss~t~ee.4000fweasigr Lu000) a01. am the isatll'es
saeigneda uility of I when thecriterion a at level 1 00 1 u(1 O 011. %msow on "esoie above thetcrimnon Ivelthat you
U**woudted Wa sa~ete ld eIM't 0 5 1 u( 7 0 5

ANS: 0.65

Criterion 2: Mission Impact
??w, croerlon artoempts to detv'nnea Ue value of a safe~ite's mission(s) relative to tte missionis) of other "eatestc As siji,
the rating given may refect an enittre -tass of sateiltes, frIceSxa-P!e. Ithose Used ofr arty var~lf.g
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-Sulb-Crktaon 2.1: 'Mission Criticality"
This sub-cnterion rates the relatve importance of satellite missions, such as eawly warning, communications. weather, etc.

0.00 - 'TrivileWScienfific' Mission is primarily scientific in nature, and has virtually no impact to the warfighteir.
THis does niot mean the satellite is useless, but that At has no direct or current application to military
offensiveldefensiive capabilities.

0.25 . *Minor Con'ponenr While not contributing directty to warlighting capability, the satellite directly alds
forces that do.

0.50 - Meldium Component" Satellites plays a significant role in force offensisveidefensive
0.75 - 'Major Comporient' Satellite mtssion plays a significant In force cfferisive/defensive strategy.
1.00 - crttlcalr' Mission constittes a critical capabulity, withoutt wh~ich it would be difilcult or nearly

impossible to conduct wartime operations.

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

Ift he asfatitite is assig"e a value (utlfty) of 0 whan the crtteron :s at *vel 0 00 (we assrin i4O01C1) 0,1, arid the satelttte is
assigned a utility of i wh~en the criterion is at level 1.00 1 u(1.00) a 11. sh~ow on the scale above the criterion level that you
thnkwould yield asatellite utilityof 0.5 1 u( 7 0.51

At4S: (~

Sub-CrItetion 2-2: "Spacserkound Ratio"
Here the rtiat~e amount of the mission accomplished In space versus on the ground Is examfned.

0.00 ý 100% Ground' Terrestrial assets perorm the ende opei atiorla mssimon
0.26 - "Prilmarily Ground" Spece elsasls are sometirrec used for the operational mission. however, ground

counterparts dominate. Space systems seen as somewatus experimental, and wsee pi..Q.arly in
backup milss

0.50 - '50W5 Mix' Space and ground assets are ectually relied upon to performn an assigned mission.
0.75 . 'Prnmarly Space' Space, assets dominiate mission acoompiet'ment. Ground asets are seicondary or

uised *A a backup.
1.00 - '100% Space' The entre mission is performed by spae assets Ground backup is not 4ct"Nbe or

Unreliable

0.00 U.S 0.50 0.75 1.00

lIfthe satelite is assagred a value tutilty) of 0 when~ the cniterion is at level 0 00 [we aassgn u0O OC) a 01. arid fth salits is
astaiigied auWtlty of I whenfcriterion is o ieot t.0 Q utI 00).a 11 Ishowon the $sietilov .Pte cnterm Wonlevthatýou;
tik woudastuiedaW Out-Itv of 05 1tu( ) 05)

ANS: 0.5

Sub-Crilterion 2-3: Maturity Of Mission
How well t" satetite a massion is understood by werfighters and integrated into overa1 caoabllrtles is consioerd 'in ON,
sub..critanon
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0.00 t.Jnknown!Unused" Satellite s capabilites are riot understood or ulilzc-d by irg4Vgc- ;a-dýcU
commanders. Satellite remains largely an R&D projet.

0.25 - Ultle Known . Satellite capacity is partially understood and used, but only on a basic level. R&D
community possesses the expertise to operate the satellite.

0.80 - Sornewnat Integrated" Operational Turnover of the satellite has occurred fronm the R&D commiunity to
an operational unit. Capabilities are stllt being explored. Information concerning the satellite has reached
field cormmanders and expnimenrlabl/ertative use has begun.

0.75 - 'Widely Known/ Subsrt~laIlly Integrated' Operatio of the satellite is norrmalized. Field commanders
understand capabilties and routinely use them. Some problems Still exist. and alternate assets are
maintained and frequently relied upon.

1.00 - 'Fully Integrated' Satellite is fully understood and exploited, and capabilities are fully
integrated finto theater operations.

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 11.00

if the satellite is aasigned a value (uUiit) of 0when!thecrieion is at level 0.00 Joe aessgr uý0.00) - 0], and the satel~ite is
assigned a utiltey ofIl when the cr~ewion is at lYeve 1 00 [u(1 00) a 11j, show on the scale abo-.e the crierion leIe that you
thik would yiwdasate~ltliteLMtyof 0 u()05[

ANS: 0.

Criterion 3: CostfDomiestlic Coiniftrinent
The vafti placed an a satellite is demonstrated by the. level of comrim',mant, a nak-s N1a4 M;to s~igtha i.aoto
mission.
Sub.-Cu~itror 3-1: Econornic Coirmiltinent
The funding status of the Satellite s production, operations and infrastructure is evaluated here

0.00 ' Near Cancelltsicin' Commiinentme to the sateltle (program) is min~mal or near termination. Natural
reasons for this to occur is that itýs near the end of fte satell~tes (program) life cycle, or upon ime
aolvent Of a new lechnology that renders the satlsge otisoWAt Political considerations may also cause

termination.
*iS. ODrewdw SLupport ia in decline Thin may be du~e to po.=e .; M.

be Wte in the sata~e's tprog: am a) life cyce
0.0 ' Stable* Funding Is stab!* Typioaf of a stelifte (program) esry or neer the rrid-point of Its life-cycis
0.75 - *Growth' Funding i grov~ing steadily This to typ'cal of a fairly young satellite (program)l. whoen

political support Is growing aind infrashructure is stili being added
1.M0- *Explosive;t. nh Poliicsi support and fundiing for the saitee is raidly expandiig. Political support

is consohic~ Vg

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

If the sateiileis assigned a value iLtiry) of 0ie~ the criterior is at level C 30 [we assign u(0 CO) = 0]. anm the saelite is
itsu"w a utl" of I Men "t' cntenon is st ovrl 1.00 1 .(1 00) 2 1, [show on Toe scale above the criterion leivel that you
thrnk would 0feda Satellte utistyof 0 tul30 5I

ANS: 0.4
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Sub-Criltenion 3-2: Economic Impact

Whie the previous sub-cniterion looks at the grow~th rate, this sub-clericn ennmies! =v St " '! ' V """~ ~d
coirrmitment to the satellite.

0.00 . "Mom & Pop' Program* Very small organizatiorn that impacts only a small local economy. Production
facilities Might consist of a single small plant.

0.25 ' M~nor Program' Dominates only a local economy Production facilities might consist of a tew sma!l
plants orea single large 0or*.

0.60 'Regional Program' Program Infrastructure is significant to a regional ecoOMyJ. Programn IS large F~IGUgh
to receive some national legislative scrutiny.

0.75 *Mstor Program'~ Program Infrastructure Is significant to national economy arid receives sinificant
substantial national public and legislative attention.

1.00 *Intense Program" Substantial sacnfices are made at the national level to conrtinue fu~nding of fte satellite's
infrastructure. Singlomimnded economic priority i6sgiven to the satellite.

0.00 0.25 0.50 C,.7S 1.00

If the satelitte Is assigned a value (utility) of 0 when the crferion is at level 0.00 (we asaign u(0 00) a 01, and the satolite is
assigneda uilit~y ofI whlen the criterion Isat levell1.00 [u(1.00) = 11 lsnowon the suit above the criterion level that you
thnkWu ldyleald asatelliteUtility of0.5 1 uC" 0 5).

ANS: t 0.75 1

Sub-Critevion 343. Launch Priority
Launch priority given to a satellite Is an excellenit Indicalvor of the alue placed on that asset. This sub-criterion also Includes
Ithe 'spairing strategy, as the presence of "pre satelltes asn the ground or on-ortid affeicts the priority given to a new *a=nh.

0.00 - 'No Near Term Launch'ilNo Spares* No capability exists to rep"ac the satelibte in the near tern,. Replacement
saellites have rid been constructed and~or no launch vehticles are available.

6.26 'Delayed Schedule!Lwnited Sperwg Replacamentl saitellites have been partially constructed. b4t awe Wo
a.2ilablo for neaw term launch A launch schedule does not ernst, is sicompltlete or delayed

4.50 ."Stable Launch SchleduaSubstanctal Sparing* Launch of replacemerit satellites carn be litorrishiiuhdl on
a schedule Ho**w te erIichediile is somehell erinouble Spare" are "avatble, butl most are on the
ground. "n thoas in obit are not positioned for mimmediate use

0.76 - 'Accelerated Schedule Near Complete Sparing' La~unch of replacement saellites Can be accomrplished
or' en accelerated schedule. Several spare are cnrutdwini most placed in orbi toI be poeitwioed
an the short tearm.

1.00 - *Launch On NteedContpret-ensive Sparing' Launch a posaib on relatively sW ortince. A comprehensive
sWaring strategy isin piace. On-orbit spares canl be mae& operfationali quickly

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

If the satellite is assined a value (*ulity) of 0 %hhen tNe criteion is at level 0 00 (we asasign u(O 00) - 01, and the satelieis
a26004d a ulily of I when the criterion Isat level 10 1O u(I 00) a 11. showv on fth scale above Vie cnteno level that you
think would ylldalue*Ke Uility ofOS. (u( 7)u 5

ANS: 0.



Criterion 4: Satellite Status
This criterion takes into account the individual characteristics of the saitellite.

Sub-Criterion 4.1: Mission Porforimance Status
How well the satellite is perorming its asigned mission is directly applicable to the value that Is placed on Rt.

0.00 - *Noni-Operationria Satellite is degraded to the extent that it cannot be considered operationl.
0.25 - 'Severety DegradediTumned Off Spare" Satellite is capable of pirfonrling its mission only to a marginal

extent. SatellItte may be configured as a s"rs. with secondary power turned off until needed.
0.50 - "Significantly Degraded' Satellite satistactorily performs t rmisaion, but at a substantially degraded level.
0.71 - 'Slightly Degraded" Satellite performs its midssion as expected. but some minor degradaltion is present.
i.00 - -No Degradation" Satellite Is fully capable of performing its mission with no failed or de"ded units.

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

it ths istallts is assigned a value (utility) of 0 when th~e crieteon is at level 0 00 Iwo assign u(0 00.) a 0], and the satellite is
assigned a utiL~y ot 1 when the cntencn is at level 10 1~ u(1 .00) 1]I , show on the scale above the criterion level that you
ti~nkwouddy*PldasateflteutilityoOf [u(?)=0.51.

ANS: 0o.75

Sub-Criterion 4-2: Contribution To Mission
Rarely does a single satellite accomplish an entire mission. Typically, satellites are grouped into a constellation to =!-1!eie

an assigned mission. Here thle sataill~te's contributicn to completin the mission is measured.
0.00 - 'Spar.No Direct Impact To Mi~ssion' Loss of the Satellite wtil not adversely Impact the capability to

acomplish a mission. A typical case would be a satellite configured as an' on-orbil spare.
0.25 - 'Secondary Impact To* MasiJoAi Losu of satellite would Impact T4e constllWon at a secondarf level

only. The rnission completed by this satellite can be reaaoly transferred to another sateiltes
0.50 - "Impacts Coinstsllatiofl Mission' Loss of the satellite would ad~rseiy impact mission accompleinerit.

Muchi of the saette's oultes can be transferred tKA nioftsable degradation wit occit
0.7! - 'Strongly Impacts Missin* Lose of "h sewiett. signficsritly inipect1s inission acowmlr4)ismne Sateqte

mission &Aes are largely irreolaceable. hence su. sntlati dlegradation results.
1 10. -Crltical To Mliss on Loss of satellitle crticsilly inipeioi misson accomplishimenit.

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

assigned a Litrky of I when *'e* crteron is at llevel 1.00 ul 1 00) 1 show on the sca:* above the criterion l*4ev ta you
VW* Would 4 a satecuteu tY Of 0 5 [i X 0) 5,;

ANS: 1 0.6



Sub.Criterlori 4-4: Level Of Technology
In generael, more modern satellites that employ improved technologies have greater capabilities. In paiicular, saellites that
emgicly newver technologies represent a significant investment in research and development. Presumably. this investment has
purpose and value,

0.00 -'Primitive Space technology isat the most rudimentary level. A satellite such as this would hearken back
to the days of Sputnik.

0.25 '30 Year Old State of the Art" Today (1994), this represents technology developed and emrployed by
advanced nations in the 119600's.

0.50 - '20 Yeew Old State of the Art' Technology origtiaefly devedhý, aml fieldedthe m0 t dVle-d nl~iot
in the 1970's

0.75 110 Yewr Old State of the Art' Technology originally developed and fietlded by the most advanced nationrs
during the 1980's.

1.00 *State of the Art' Repouresnt the current possible fielded space technology

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

lIfthe satall~ite is assigned a value (utility) of 0 wh~en the criterion Is at level 0.00 [we assign u(0.00) z 0], and the satellite is
assigned a Litilly of 1 when the criterion is at level 1 00 1 u(i .00) a 11, show on the scale above the criterion level that you
think xukld yield asatellite utlityof 0.5 C u( 7)0.5l1.

ANS: 0.

Gub-rltilrton 4-4: Expected Remaining Lifetinne
It wouid seem obvious that the value placed on a satellite depends on an estimation of how long the satellite wilt remain
operational. Thes Is to be distinguished from a satellite's plarmed life cycle, which is a fixed times pen estimated by satellite
designrs. The expeced remaining lifetimre is a chainging estimnate, affected by the spacecraft's age, fuel reseerves. and
known satelhte subsystem failutres.

0.00 ''0 yeers" Con-plett failure is anticipated at any time.
0.20 '3years"
0.40. - * years'
0430 -'9 years'
0.30 * '12 years'
1.00 *1 'iyews or more'

0.00 0.20 0.4C 0.60 0.80 1.00

Of the eatatile Is assigned a value (utility) .4 0 wh~en the crilerfoo is at level 0.00 1we aesigi u1,0 00) , 0), arid the latemie is
auignec a uiý*l.y of Ihen the crileirions aLt Iei~ei 1 00 1 uql 00)1a1. showi on the scale above the criterion level that you
think Woldveld asatellAe utilty of 05 Iu( 7 .5

ANS: 1 0.55
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Section I1: Independence Verification

For sub-crileflon 4-1, Mission Accompfishment. ycu indicated Ih9 the ievei of this it;ibute that y-d:; a Ut;ij O.S I&

0.75

Assume now that the level of sub-cuiterlon 1-1, Political State. is 0.00. Does this change yovs assessment above for

sub-criterion 4-1? NO
What If the level of sub-criterion 1-1 Is changed to 0.60 7 NO
What if the level of sub-criterion 1-1 is changed lo 1.00 7 NJ

Assume now that the level of sub-critrenon 1-2. Overall Space Capability, is 0.00. Does this change your assessment above

for sub-Credlon 4-17
What If the level of sub-criterfon 1-2 is changed to 0.60 7 NO
What if the levei of sub-criterion 1-2 is changed to 1.00 ? Np

Assume now that the level of sub-critenri 1-3 Natsorl Economy. s 0.00 Does this change your assessiment above for
sub-crytenon 4-17 NO
What if the level of sub-criterion 1-3 a changed to 0.50 7 NO
What if the level 2f sub-criterion 1-3 a changed to 1.00 ? N J

Assume now that the lev*l of sub-criterion 2-1. Mission Cr•icafty, is 0.00 Does this change your ass$ssnent above for

sub-criterion 4-1? NO
What if the levei of su-critepon 2-' a charg.ed to 0.0•0 NO
What If the level of sub-creterion 2-1 a changed to 1.007 9 I j

Assurne mo, that tte WM o sub-crOetion 2-2 SsceGno P.. o A 0ý.0 r- ,rts cherige your sý,essment above for
sub-criteron4.17 NO41
What if the leve of su&-cr:terion 2-2 s ctanged 1 3 0.50? NO
What if the level of suo-cr tenor 2-2 a changed to 1.00 I7 N I]

Assurme now that the level of sub-crienon 2-3. Maturiv of Mksalor. is 0.00 Does this change your assessrmen above for

wik-,itenor NO41
What ifthe level ofsub-cntenorn 2-3 changed to 0.60 7 NO
What if fth level of sub-craerion 2-S is changed to 1.00 ? N J

A evim* now that the Ieve of sL j-crmerrn 3-1. Ecomc - C-,C 0. 0 M00 Does !th c Chae your mse,• a ve fo C
Sub-cfrit'o 4-17 7
What If the level of suub-critmno 3-1 a changed to 0.60? 7 I NO )
What Iftelerjetof sub-cnlerkon3.1 ischainediol1.00 7 r N

Assurre now thai the Wool of sub-crite~on 3-2 Economic Impact, is 0.00 Does this che,;M your ass'ssnert above for
sub-cnitefion 4-17?N

Wht If the level of su-criterion 3-2 a changed to 0.501 NO
What If the level of su.-criteri'n 3-2 is chenged to 1.009 NO
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Assume now that the level of sub-criterion 3-3, Laurxch Priority, is 0.00. Do*.. this c(hange yourt Mysien ~~v
sub-crtt;rton 4-1?

What iW tl-, evel of sub-critre•on 3-3 is changed to 0.60 ? NO
What if the level of sub-criterion 3-3 is changed to 1.00 ?

Assume now that the level of sub-cnterion 4-2. Contnbution to Mission, is 0.00. Does this change your assessment above

for sub-cnterion 4-1? [ NO J
What If te level of sub-crterion 4-2 u changed to 0.50 ?[ NO
What if the lee of sub-criterion 4-2 is changed to 1.00 ? N O J

Assume now that the level of sub-criterion 4-3. Level of Technology. is 0.00 Does this change your assessment above

fow sub-criterion J- 1'
What If the tlew-' of su)-crttenon 4-3 is changed to 0.50? ! N I]
Whlt if the level of suj-critenon 4-3 is changed to 1.00? 7 NO J

Assume now that the level of sub-crkeion 4-4 Expected Rematning Ufetinw, Is 0.00. Does thts change your assessirrct

above for sub-cntertnn 4-1 ? NO
What if the level " t sub-cntenon 4-4 is changed to 0.50 1' [ NO

Whtat If the l of sub-crtteron a-4 is changed to 1.001 NO
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Section III: Creating The I..-V0114011% %0111#111.11 Utilty I

Criterimin 1: Environmenlt
Rarri order the thre sub-Cnitenion in order of imoorlance from highest to lowest.

I Sub-Criterlon 1.1: Political State
This sub-criterion describes the current international political environment.

2 Sub-CrIteion 1.2: Adversary's Space Capiability
This criterion examines the relative space capability of a potential or actual adversary

3 Sub-CrIterion 1.3: InternuAiorial Economny
This sub-criterion describes the Wtale of fth world~vids economy. This sub.-c rileron may at
first appear to be scaled in rieverse, howaveva a" we consider a satellite's value in terms of
the economic tlmes the value placed on the asset Increases as economic conditions
worsen

Assume for now that the sub-critenon you ranked as #1 has a weighting factor of 1. On the scale below, indicate
the relstie weights for ths other two sub-criterion, by olacing them on the scale.

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.9 to

Relative Weights.

Criterion 2: Mission Impact
Rank ore the three sub-critenon in order of :mornpa!8e, !ro"' !gCet I

I Sub-Criterlon 2-1: Mission Criticality
This sub-calterion rates the relative imrportanca of satellite missions, such as early warning,
communications, weather, etc.

Sub-CrIterion 2-2: Space/Ground Ratio
Here the relative amount of the mission accomplished in space versus on the ground is
eramined.

2 Sub-CritefIon 24: Maturity Of Mission
How well the stleflites mission is understood by warfighters and integrated into mveral1
capatiliies is considered in this sub-crItenon.

Assume for now th~at th-e sub-criterion you ranked as #1 has a weiglitrIng factor of 1. On the scale beoWi, indicate
the raelatve weights for fth other two sub-criterion, by placir'g them on the scale.

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.A 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
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Relative Weights: 
f -I

Criterion 3: CosuDomlestlc Commitment
Rank order the three sub-cniterion in order of importance. lrom highest to lowest

E~::JSub-Criterion 3-1: Econornic Commiltment
The funding status of the satellite's prod ictlon, operations ard Infrastructure it-flam
heire.

3 Sub-Criterion 3-2, Econorirc Impact
While the previous sub-criterion looks at the growth rate, this sub-criterion examines the
current sire and impact of the commitment to the satellite.

I Sub-Criterion 3-3: Launch Priority

Launtch priority given to a satatiits is an exicellenit Indicator of the value placed on that asset.
This sub-criterion also Includes the ^sparing" strategy, as the presence ot spare satellites

on the ground or on-orbitl effect the priority given to a new launch.

Assume for now that the sub-crItenion you rank~ed as 01 l'a a weighbig factor of 1. On the scale Weow ridirate

the relative wieights for Ihe other two sub-crilterion, by placing them on the scale.

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Relative Weights:0.

Criterion 4: Satellite Status
Rank order the four sub-criterion in order of importance, from highest to lowest.

[~J Sub-Crtfterfon 4.1: Mission Perfonrmance Staus
HIow well the satellite ta per" Imng Its assigned mission 16 directly appkat le to the vakue
tiat is placed on it.

E~J Sub-Criterion 4-.2: Contribution To Mission
Rarely does a single satellite accomplish an ent"r mission Typically, satellites are grouped
Into a constellation to compicte an assigned mission. HIere the satellite's contribution to
completing thle constellatin's mission is measured.

C~j Sub-.Criterion 4-3: Level Of Technology
In general, more modern satellites that employ improved technolo~gies hae" greeter
capabilities. In particular, satellites that employ newver technologies repi-sc,'lt a significant
Investment in research and development. Presumably. 'his investment has purpose and
value.



Sub-Cr�erlon 4.4: EApected Remaining Lifetime
it would seem obvious that the value placed co a satelUte depends on an esbniaUon of how
long the satelMe wilt remain operatlor�l. This is to be distinguished from a satellIte's planned
life cycle, which is a fixed timespan estimated by satellite designers The expected
remaining �fetIm, isa changing estimate, affected by the spacecraft's age, fuel reserves
and known satellite subsystem failures.

Assume �r now that the s�.Jb.crtterion yo.i rar*ed as �i has a weighting factor of I On the scale below i�ata
the relative weights for the other two sub-cnterlon. by placing them on the scefe.

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Relative Weights:
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Section IV, Creating The Mut-ait itioiUtIItY ruck~s Lat

Criterion 1: Environmrrent

We define a satellite used in the environment below as having a utility a 1

Political State General War
Adversary's Space Capability Space Superpower
Internaitional Economy Depression

Now we define a satellite used in tre eniivronmriat, b~l as Ilid--g 2 uUy VU .-

Poliftial State Peaceful Stability
Adversary's Space Capability Primitive
International Economy Boom

imagine a satellite used in the environment described below:

Political State Genieral War
Advorrwys Space Capal:iWiy Primigtive
International Economy Boom

Assign a number between 0 and 1 that best describes the utility value you place on a ratellge that is used in this

environment. Assume that these three attributes are the only attributes to describe the satellite. 0.9

Crilteron 2: Mission Irmpact

We define a satellite with the mission attibutes below as having utility - 1.

Mission Criticality Critical To Force Surovival
Space/Ground Ratio 100% Space
Maturity Of Mission Fully Integrated

I~oww deFlne a satellIte with t.e Vns~ trut- .~v=C

Mission Cnlficailty Trivial/Scientific
Spooe'Ground Ratio 100% Ground
Maturity Of Mission UnlnowrVUnused

Nowv imagine a satellite with the mission attributes described beiowr:

Mission Criticality Critical To Force Survival
Space/Ground Ratio 100% Grouind

Maturity, Of rission Unknown/Unused

Assign a number between 0 and I that best describes the utility value you place on a satellite with this m~sicon

attributes. Assume that these attributes are the only attributes to describe the satellite 0.75
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Criterion 3: Cost/Domestic Commitment

We define & satellite with coostdomestic commitment below as having utility a 1.

Economic Commitmenl Explosive Grovth

Economic Impact Intense Prcgram

Launch Priority Launch On Nee JComprehensive Sparing

Next we define a satellite with costidomestic commitment below as having Uti'i"ty=O

Economic Commitment Near Cancellation

Economic Impact Mom & Pop Program

Launch Priority No Near Term LaunchMNo Spares

This lime imagine a satellite where the costdomestic commitment is as follows:

Economic Commitment Near Cancellation

Economic Impact Mom & Pop Program

Launch Priority Launch On Need/Comprehenuve Sparing

Assign a number between 0 and 1 that best describes the utility of a saterlde which the commitment evels shown

above Assume that these attributes are the only applicable ones to describe the satellite 0.7

Criterion 4: Satellite Status

A satellite with status below Is defined as having utility a 1.

Mission Performance Status No Degradation

Contribution To Mission Critical To Mission
Level Of Technology State Of The Art

Expected Remaining Lifetime 15 Years or More

A saelellit wih the status below !s defled as h-vM.n LqtHity N 0

Mission Performance Status Non-Operational
Contribution To Mission SpareNo Direct Impact To Mission
Level Of Technology Primitive

Expected Remaining Lifetime 0 Years

Finally. imagine a s.tellite whose status Its ,.s.±, ,...

Mission Performance Status No Ceogradaticir
Contribution To Mission SpareiNo Direct Impact To Mission

Level Of Technology Primitive

Expected Remaining Lifetime 0 Years

Assign a number between 0 and I that best describes the utility of a sate;lite ',th Vh,,V- ,ta .=.... ,. A at

these tributes are the only ones to describe the sateite 0. 8'
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Section V, Creating The Overall 'w"a"y' r- .. U.. I'

Rank order the four criterion In ofter of i p,,,tm,- , .,-".

3 ... Criterion 1: Environment

This criteuion defines the valie associated with the time dependent 'state of the world.' To

provide consistent valiue ratings for the satellitas, a snapshot" is taken and ranked. This
criterion since it can be thought of as time dependent, allows a time series of sate•ite utility
to be shown, since mullp;e "snapots" can be tkean over a period of time. In add"tion. this

criterion allows some what ifing" to be done Thi criterion is evaluated only once, as the
scores wll be the same for any set of satellites evaluated at a particuar towe.

I Criterion 2: Mission impact

This criterion attempts to determine the value of ia satelte's mission(s) relative to the
mission(s) of other satellites. As such, the rating given may reflect an entire class of

satellites. for examoie. those used for earty vrarning

3 Criterion 3: Cost/Domestic Commitment

The value of a satellite is demonstrated by the level of commitment a nation makes to
supporting the continuation of Its mission.

2' Criterion 4: Satellite Status

"This criterion takes into account the Indivdual characteristics or the satelle.

Assume for now that the criterion you ranked as #1 has a weighting factor of 1. On the scale below. indicate the
relative weights for the other three criterion, by placing them on the scale.

0.0 0.1 02. 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Reltive Wei•hts: 0.55

0.9
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Section VI, Creating The Overall UtIILty- 'Funicti"o r, P a It I'l

We define the satellite descrilbed below as orii wi'h U'yi

Environment General War, Space Superpower, Depression

Mission linpact Mission Criticaliy, 100% Space Fully Integrated

CostDornestlc Commitment Explosive Gwwth, Intense Program. Launch On Need!
Comprehensive Sparing

satellite Status No Degradation, Critical To Mission State Of The Art, 15 Years

We define the satellIte described beow as one with utility =0.

Environment Peaceful Stability, Prlm",ve Boom

Mission Impact TrivalVScentiflc. 1100% Ground, Unrr~uiUnused

Coat/Domesitic Commitment Near Cancellation. Momn & Pop Program, No Near Term Launchi/
No Spares

Satellite Status Non-Operational. Spare.No Direct Impact To Mission. Primitive.
0 Years

Imagine a satellite with the charactertics described Weow:

Environment Peaceful Stabiliy. Primitive, Boom

Mission Impact Msaion Criticality, 100% Space, Fully Integrated

Cost' Domestic Commitment Near Cancellation. Mom & Pop Program, No Near Term Launcfti
No Spores

Sat*lI.aj Status Non-Operational, Spareifo Direct Impact To Mission, Primitive,
0 Years

Assign.a number between 0 and 1 th~at best describes the utility of a satelifte with these characteristics
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Section VII, Calculations

Risk Attitude Constants Calibration Constants Sub-Criterion Weights:

1-1: 2.437511 Criteria 1 .0.94579 1-1: 0.9
1-2: -2.43751 Criteria 2 -0.71561 1-2: 0.54
1-3: 0 Cnteria 3 -0.81082 1-3: 0.27
2-1: -6.92161 Criteria 4 -0.97682 2-1: 0.75
2-2: 0 Overall 12.39082 2-2: 0.225
2-3: .0.82216 2-3: 0.375
3-1: 0.822163 3-1: 0.56
3-2: -2.43751 Criterion Weights: 3-2: 0.245
3-3: 0 3-3: 0.7
4-1: -2.43751 Criteria 1 0.055 4-1: 0.8
4-2: -0.82216 Criteria 2 0.1 4-2: 0.72
4-3: -3.28128 Criteria 3 0.055 4-3: 0.28
4-4: -0.40269 Criteria 4 0.09 4-4: 0.52

Risk Attitude Constant Calibration Constant Calculations
Lookup Table: (1000 Iterations)

.5 Utility RAC Criteria I Criteria 2 Criteria 3 Criteria 4 Overall I
Point -0.94579 -0.71561 -0.81082 -0.97682 12.39082

005 13.86292 0 0 01 01 -8.8E•-121
01 6921814 -0.94570 -0.71561 -0.810821 -0.976821 12.39082

0.15 4.55097

0.2 3.28128

0.25 2.437511

0.3 1.801071
0.35 1 278652

0.4 0.822163
0.45 0402692

0,5 C

0.55 -0 402692

0.6 -0822163

0.65 .1.278652
0.7 -$.801071

0.75 -2.437511

0.8 -3.28128

0.85 -4.55097

0.9 -692161

095 -13.86292
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Section VIII, Satellite Utility Data

K-a K-b K-c K-d K-.

Milstar DSP NASA

DFS-2 17 Cassini

1-1: Intemrationua Political State 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 025

1-2: Adversary's Space Capability 075 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75

1-3: International Economy 0.5 0.5 0 05 0.5

2-1: Mission Criticality 075 0195 0.1 0.7 0.7
2-2: SpacelGround Ratio 0.5 075 1 075 075

2-3: Maturity Of Mission 0.8 11 0 0.3 0.6

3-1: Economic Comnlitment 0.35 0.5 05 035 0.5

3-2: Economic impact 0.75 0.75 08 075 0.75 -

3-3: Launch Priority 05 06' 05 05 0.6

4-1: Mission Pwrfoumanc, Status I I1 1 1 1

4-2: Contribution To Mission 0.5 075 1 0.5 0.6
4-3: Level Of Technology 1 075 0.5. 0,8 0.9
4-4: Expected Remaining Lifetime' 0.7 05 0.7 0.6 0.5

- - -1 - -

U(1-1) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 0 0
U(1-2) 0.5 0.5 0.5 O.5 0.5 0 0 0
U(1-3) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 0 0
U(2-1) 0.1764 0.70717 0.00099 0.12451 0.12451 0 0 0

U(2-2) 0.5 0.76 1 075 0.75 0 0 0
U(2-3) 0.72949 1 0 021932 0.5 0 0 0
U(3-1) 0.44611 0.60135 0.60135 0.44611 0.60135 0 0 0

U(3-2) 0.5 0.5 057722 0.5 0.5 0 0 0
U(3-3) 0.5 0.6 0.5 05 0.6 0 0 0
U(4-1) 1 1 1 I 1 0 0 0
U(4-2) 0.39665 0.66853 1 0.39865 0.5 0 0 0

U(4-3) 1 0.41844 0.59611 0.5 0.70605 0 0 0
U(4-4) 0.65671 0.44963 0.65671 055119 0.44983 0 0 0

Environment Utility 0.66283 0.66283 0,66283 0.66283 0.66283 0 0 0

Mssion impact Utility 0.46187 0.83965 0.22562 0.31834 0.40469 0 0 0
CostOomesfic Commitment Utility 0.59889 0.7008 0.66482 0 59889 07008 0 0 0

Satefide Status Utility 0.94578 0.94274 0.9867 0.92366 0.93353 a 0 0

SATELLITE UTILITY 0.4O228 0.64387 0.37683 0.38631 0.44981 0 0 0

Rank 2 1 6 4 3

A moaarue w•s used 1w Ue Ex-o-cte Rmawa Lif.Vine fetr sw*t e <.-o The* a•*S vai COuid m 0 ised Tt',e urclussed ==^twe,
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Appendix C: Titan Simplified Launch Processing &
Scheduling Optimization LP

LP83 thesis2 output tZ.out alternate 1 costanaLysis yes

Copyright (C) 1986 by Sunset Software.
AlL Rights Reserved Worldwide.
1613 CheLsea Road, Suite 153
San Marino, California 91108 U.S.A.

Licensed SoleLy To: Wright-Patterson Air Force Base

* DEFINITIONS
a

* VariabLes X
*

* 1st ptacehoider: Satellite Designation - a, b, c, d, e
* 2nd ptacehotder: Process Location - i = move to VIS and process

j continue or hold VII processing
k move to SM• aend process

* I t continue or hold SMAS processing
* a a move to launch pad (SLC 40/41) and process
* n = continue or hold Launch processing
* -" Launch completed and pad refurbished
* 3rd pLacehotder: time(2 month increments)- 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

time I a beginning of month 1 (end of month 0)
* time 2 z beginning of month 3 (end of month 2)
* time 3 a beginning of month 5 (end of month 4)
* time 4 = beginning of month 7 (end of month 6)
* time 5 a beginning of month 9 (end of month 8)
a time 6 a beginning of month 11 (end of month 10)
a time 7 a beginning of month 13 tend of rmth 12)
a

..TITLE
Launch Prioritizatlon

a

"C utiLity(K-a) a .452
"a utiLity(K-b) = .61.4
"a utiLity(K-c) a .377

utiLity(K-d) a .386
a utiLity(K-e) w .450
a

O .BJECTIVE MAXIMIZE

.452 Xail + .644 Xbil + .377 Xcil + .386 Xdll + .450 Xeil
+ .452 Xai2 + .644 XbiZ + .377 Xci2 + .386 Xdi2 + .450 Xei2
+ .452 Xa13 + .644 Xbi3 + .377 Xci3 + .386 Xdi3 + .450 Xe13
+ .452 Xai4 + .644 Xbi4 + .3r7 Xc•4 + .386 Xd14 4 .450 Xei4
+ .452 Xai5 + .644 Xbi5 + .377 Xci05 .336 Xdi5 + .450 Xei5
+ .452 Xal6 + .644 Xbi6 4 .377 Xci6 + .386 Xdi6 + .450 Xe16
+ .452 Xci? + .644 Xbi7 + .377 Xci? + .386 Xdi7 + .450 Xei7
+ 0 Xejl + 0 Xbjl + 0 Xcjl + 0 Xdjl + 0 Xejl
+ 0 XaJ2 0 XbJ2 4 0 XcJ2 + 0 Xdj2 + 0 Xej2
+ 0 Xaj3 + 0 Xbj3 + 0 Xcj3 + 0 Xdj3 + 0 Xej3
+ 0 Xaj4 + 0 Xbj4 + 0 XcJ4 + 0 Xd)4 + 0 XeJ4
+ 0 xaJ5 + 0 Xbj5 + 0 XcjS + 0 Xdj5 4 0 Xej5
+ 0 Xaj6 + 0 Xbj6 + 0 Xcj6 + 0 XdJ6 + 0 XeJ6
+ 0 Xaj7 + 0 Xbj7 + 0 XcJ7 + 0 XdJ7 + 0 Xejl
4 0 Xak1 + 0 Xbkl + 0 Xckl + 0 Xdki + 0 Xekl
# 0 Xak2 + 0 Xbk2 + 0 Xck2 + 0 Xdk2 + 0 Xek2
+ 0 Xak3 + 0 Xbk3 + 0 Xck3 + 0 Xdk3 + 0 Xek3
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*0 Xak4 + 0 Xbk4 + 0 Xck4 + 0 Xdk4 + 0 Xek4
* 0 XakS + 0 Xbk5 + 0 Xck5 + 0 Xdk5 4 0 XckS
* 0 Xak6 + 0 Xbk6 + 0 Xck6 + 0 Xdk6 + 0 Xek6
+ 0 Xak7 + 0 Xbk7 + 0 Xck7 + 0 Xd~k7 + 0 Xek7
. 0 Xatl + 0 Xb(i + 0 Xctl +.0 XdL1 +.0 Xe(1
+ 0 Xat2 +.0 Xbi2 +.0 XcL2 +.0 XdL2 + 0 Xet2
+ 0 Xa(3 +.0 Xb(3 +.0 Xct3 +.0 XdL3 +.0 XeL3
+ 0 XaL4 +.0 XbLI. +0 XcL4 + 0 XdL4 +.0 XeL4
.0 Xak5 . 0 Xbl +.0 XcLS . 0 X1LS +.0 XcLS
+*0 XaL6 + 0 XbL6 +.0 XcL6 .0 XdL6 +.0 XeL6
+ 0 Xai? + 0 Xbt7 + 0 XcL? + 0 XdL7 + 0 Xei?
+ 0 ladl + 0 Xbmi + 0 Xciii + 0 Xdml + 0 Xciii
+ 0 Xam2 + 0 XWm + 0 Xca2 + 0 Xdm2 + 0 Xcii?
+ 0 Xam3 4 0 Xbm3 + 0 Xcm3 + 0 Xdm5 + 0 Xcm3
+ 0 Xam4 + 0 Xbm4 + 0 Xcx4 + 0 Xdm4 + 0 Xc.v4
+0 Xcc5 + 0 Xbi + 0 XcraS + 0 Xdm5 + 0 Xev5

+ 0 Xam6 + 0 Xbm6 + 0 Xcm6 + 0 xdm6 + 0 Xem6
+ 0 Xim + 0 Xbm7 + 0 Xcii? + 0 Xd.? + 0 Xec7
+ 0 xani + 0 Xbnl + 0 Xcni 4 0 Xdni + a Xciii
4 0 Xcii? + 0 Xbei2 + 0 Xcn? + 0 Xdn2 + 0 Xcii?
+ 0 Xaii3 + 0 Xbn3 + 0 Xcn3 + 0 Xdn3 + 0 Xen3
+ 0 Xcri4 + 0 Xbri4 + 0 Xcn4 + 0 Xdn'. + 0 Xcnd.
+ 0 xaii5 + 0 Xbii5 + 0 Xcn5 + 0 Xdn5 + 0 Xen5
+ 0 Xan6 + 0 Xbn6 + 0 Xcjn6 + 0 Xdn6 + 0 xen6
+ 0 Is,? + 0 Xbn7 + 0 Xcn? + 0 Adn? + 0 Xen7
+ 0 Xala + 0 Xboi + 0 Xcol + 0 Xdol + 0 Xcoi
+ 0 Xao2 + 0 Xbo2 + 0 xco2 4 0 Xdo2 + 0 Xeo?
+ 0 xao3 + 0 Xbo3 + 0 Xco3 + 0 Xdo3 + 0 Xeo3
+ 0 Xao4 + 0 Xbo4 + 0 Xco4 + 0 Xdo4 + 0 Xco4
+ 0 XaoS + 0 Xbo5 + 0 XcoS + 0 Xdo5 + 0 Xeo5
+ 0 Xco6 + 0 Xbo6 + 0 Xco6 + 0 Xdo6 4 0 Xeo6
+ 0 Xao7 + 0 Xbo? + 0 Xco? + 0 Xdo7 + 0 Xco7

-CONSTRAINTS

SSatellite goes through fIo eioe ther 0 or I time:

Xaii + Xai2 + Xs13 + Xa14 + Xai5 + Xai6 + Xai? 'o

Xbil + Xb12 + Xbi3 + Xbi4 + Xbi5 + Xb16 + Xb17 I.

Xcii + Xci2 + Xci3 + XW4 + Xcit t Xc46 * X,47 "1

Xdil + Xd12 + Xd13 + Xd14 + Xdis + Xdi6 + Xdi7 to 1

Xcii + 2 Xci? + X.3. i.4 + Xel5 + Xei6 1 Xe17 t '1

*SatelLites that start proccssing must complete through Launch:

Xail Xai2 + Xci3 + Xii4 + Xai5 + 04~6 + W7? - Xiol - XaoZ
- Xao3 -Xao4 - laoS - Xao6 - Xao7 0

W1l X bi2 + ;,Ibi3 + Xbi4 + Xbi5 + Xb46 + Xbi7 - Xbol - t2
- Xbo3 - Xbo4 - XboS - Xbo6 - Xbo7 =0

Xcii + Xci2 + Xci3 + X6i4 +. Xci5 + X0l6 + Xc17 - Xcoi - Xco2
- Xco3 - Xco'. - Xco5 - Xco6 - Xco7 v 0

Xdil + Xdi2 + Xdi3 + Xd14 + XdiS + Xdi6 + Idi? - Xdol - Xdo2
- Xdo3 - Xdo4 - Xdo5 - Xdo6 - Xdo7 u0

Xeii +.X*12 + 1.13 + Xe14 + 1.15 .Xe16 + Xei7 - Xcol - lec,2
-Xeo3 - Xeo4 - Xco5 - Xeo6 - Xeo? 0

CVIB Capacity

liii X bil + Xcii. +Idil + Xcii + Xaji + Xbj¶ + Xcj1 X dji
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* eji 1 A 5

Xai2 + Xbi2 + Xci2 + Xdi2 + W~2 + Xaj2 + xbj2 + Xcj2 + Xdj2
+ Xej2 t' 5

Xal3 + Xb13 + X013 + Xdi3 + W~3 + XaJ3 + Xbj3 + Xcj3 + XdJ3
+ X~j3 -u S

Wai + xbiA4 + W4 + Xdl4 + WAi + Xaj4 + Xbj4. + XC44 + XdY4
+ Xej4 5

xai5 Xbi5 + Xci5 + Xdi5 + Xei5 + xaJ5 + Xbj5 + XcIJ5 + XdIJ5
+ Xej5 go 5

Xa16 + Wb6 + Wc6 + Xdi6 + Xei6 + Xaj6 + Xbj6 + Xcj6 + Xdj6
4 xej6 go 5

Xai? + Xb17 + Xci7 + Xdi7 + X~ii + Xaj7 + Xbj7 + Xcj7 + Xdj7
+ xej7 - 5

*SMAS/SflARF Capacity:

Xakl + Xbkl + Xckl + Xdkl *Xekl .* Xatl + XbLl + Xcl1 + XdLl
+ XeLI -: 2

xak2 + xbk2 + Xck2 + Xclk2 *XekZ + XaL2 * Xbl2 + Wc2 + XdL2
+ XeL2 -~ 2

xak3 + Xcbk5 + Xck3 + Xdk3 *Xek3 + XaL3 + Xbl3 + XcL3 + XdL3
+ XeL3 - 2

Xak4 + Xbk4 + Xck4 + Xdk4 + Xek4 + AaI4 + XbL4 + XcL4 + XdL4
+ XeL4 go 2

Xak5 + Xbk5 * XckS + XdkS + Xek5 + X&LS5* XbL5 + Wc5 + WdS
4 XeLS to2

Xak6 + Xbk6 + Xck6 + Xdk6 + Xek6 + XaL6 + Xbl6 + Xc16 + XdL6
+ XeL6 -. 2

Xak7 + Xbkc? + Xck7 + Xdk7 + Xek7 + XaL7 + XbL7 + XcL7 + XdL7
+ W7L - 2

*PAD 4.0/4.1 Capacity:

Xaul + Xbml + Xcml + Xclml + Xemi + Xanl * Xbnl + Xcnl * Xdnl
+ Xmnl 'x 2

XaaR2 + Xba2 + Xcm2 + Xdm2 + Xem2 + Xan2 + XbnZ + Xcn2 * Xdn2
+ X~nZ - 2

Xaa3 + Xba3 + Xcm3 + Xdm3 + Xem3 + Xan3 + Xbn3 + Xcn3 + Xdn3
+ Xmn3 go 2

Xae1 + Xbu4 + Xcm4 + Xdm4 + XemrA + Xan4 + Xbi9. + Xc.,4 + XdnA
+ Xen,4 -s 2

Xam5 + XbuS + XcmS 4 Xdm5 + Xem5 + XanS + XbnS + Xcn5 + Xdn5

XaM + xbm6 x cad + Xdm6 + Xea6 + Xan6 4 Xbr,6 4 Xcnd6 4 Xdnd
+ xmn6 go 2

EaOn + Xba? Xcm7 + Xdml + Xem,7 + Xan7 + Xbn7 + Xc.i7 + Xdn7.
* Xen7 4= 2

*Each sateUilte can be at m~ost in onie process *T a given tim~e:
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Mail + X 4 Makl +, Matl + Xaml + Xanl + Xaolis 1~
XalZ + XaJ2 +, Xak2 + Xat2 +, Xom 4+ Xa2 +, '102 < I

Xai3 + xaj3 + Xak3 + MaL3 + XMa3 +, Xon3 + Aa03 401
Xai4 + Mej4 +, Xak4 +, XaL4 + Mam4 + Man4 +' Mao4 is I
WuS +, Mej5 +, ak5 + XaLS + XamS + Xan5 -Xao5 is 1
Xa16 4 Maj6 + Xak6 4 XaL6 +, XMM + XMan +, ao6 -I
Mgi7+ Xaj? +, Xak7 +XaL7 + Xav7 +, Xon7+ xao? is31

Xbil +, Xbjl +, Xbk1 +, Xbl + Xbail + Xbnl + Xbol -1

Xb12 # XbJ2 + Xbk2 + XbL2 + XbW +, Xbn2 + XbO2 <0I
Xb13 +, XbJ3 + Xbk3 +, XbL3 +, Xbm3 +, Mbn3 + Xbo3 - 1
Xbi4 +, Xbj4 +, Xbk4 +' MbL4 +, Xbs4 +, Xbn4 4 Xbo. <= 1
Xbi5 +, Xbj5 + Xbk5 + bL5 +, Xbm5 +, Xbn5 +, Xbe5 is 1
Mbi6 + Xbj6 + xbk6 +, XbL6 +, Xb*6 +, Xbrv6 +, bo6 is1
Xb17 + Xbj7 + Xbkl + XbL7 + Mbm? + Mbn7 + Xbo? is 1

Mcil +, Xcjl +, XckI +, XcI + Mcii +, Xcnl + Mcol - 1
X0i2 + XcJ2 + Xck2 +, XcL2 + Xcm2 + Xcfl2 4 Xco2 4w 1
xci3 + Xcj3 +' Xck3 +, XcL3 + Xcu3 +, Xcn3 + Xco3 <=:1
Xci4 +, Xcj4 + Xck4 +, XcL4 + Xcm4 + Xcn4 +, Xcco4 <=1
Xcl5 +, Xcj5 + Xck5 +, XcLS +, XMc5 + Xcfl5 + XC05 in 1
X6i6 + Xcj6 +, Xck6 +, Wc6 + Mcm6 + Xcn6 X co6 -ca 1
Xci7 +, Xcjl +, Xck7 +, XCt7 + Xcm? +, xcnl + Xco7 <' 1

Xdil +, Xe'jl +, Xdkl + XdLI +, Mdi +, Xdn! + Mdcl - 1
Xcdi2 +, Xdj2 + Mdk2 * dL2 + Xda2 +, Xdn2 + Xdo2 - I

Xdi3 +, Xdj3 +, Xdk3 +, Xdt3 + Xd3 +, Wd3 +, Xdo3 <* 1
Xdi4 +Xdi4 + Mdk4 + XcL4 + dcl.4+dflr.4 + Xo4 I1
Xdi5 + XdJ5 +, Xdlk5 +, MdL5 + Xdm5 + Mdn5 +, Xdlo5 1m

Xdi6 +, Xdj6 +, Xdk6 + XdL6 +, xdr&6 +, xdn6 + Mdlo6 '1
Xdi7 + Xdj7 4, dk7 + EdL7 + Xdm7 + Xdn7 +, Xdo7 I

Xmil +, XejI 4,ekI +, MaLl +, Xmel +, Xenl +, Mel 1
Xei2 + Mej2 +, E~k2 +, XaL2 +, Met2 + Men2 + Xeo2 '- 1
Xei3 + XeJ3 + Xtk3 + MeL3 +, Xe3 +, Xer-.3 +, Meo3 - 1
Xei4 + X~j4 + Xek4 +, XaL4 +, Xef4 +, Xen4 +, X"w 4= 1
~i5i +, X*JS + Xek5 +, XeLS + Xem5 + Men5 + Xeo5 -1

X0I6 +, Xej6 + Xek6 +, X*t6 +, Xem6 + Xen6 +, Xec6 is 1
Mai7 + Xej7 +, Mink? +, Mint? 4 M? + Men? + Meo7 1

*VIS processing time (4 months):

Mail - Xaj2 -= a
Xa12 - XaJ3 -3 0
Xai3 - Xaj4 is 0
Wa4 - Xaj5 is 0
Xai5 - XaJ6 '30

Xai6 - Xaj7 (0

Mail - Xak3 *0
xai2 - Mak4 '0
Xai3 - XakS is 0
Xai4 - Mak6 -u 0
Xai5 - Mak7 - 0

Xbil - Xbj2 '- 0
Xbi2 - Xb]3 (- 0
Xb13 - XbJ4 -= 0
Xbi4 - XbjS -= 0
WbS - Xbj6 is 0
Wb6 - Mbj7 '3 0

Xbil - XbkS < 0
Xb12 - M(bk4 '*0
Mbi3 - Xb&S ' 0
W4iI - XCbk6 0=
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xbiS - Xbk7 4= 0

Xcil - xId
2 

- 0
xci

2 
- xcj3 -~ 0

Wc3 - Xcj4 <0 0
Xci4 - X0j5 '*0

icis - XCJ6 40

X0i6 - kc]? -to 0

Xcii - Xck3 <a 0
xci2 - Xck4 -~ 0
X0i3 - XCk5 '*0

W0 4 - kck6 (~0

X05S - Xck7 <a 0

Xdil - XdIj2 - 0
XdlZ - Xdj3 <8 0
Xdi3 - Xdlj4 go 0
xdi4 - Xdj5 - 0
Wd5 - Xdi6 -0
xdi6 - Xdj7 -~ 0

xdil - Xdk3 'U0

Xdi2 - Xdk4 0
Xd!3 - Xdk5 0
Xdi4 - Xdlk6 0
XdiS - Xdk7 go 0

xeil - Esj2 - 0
X0'2 - Xej3 40 0

03- A.nj4 to 0
.,'4- XWj -

Xei5 - Xej6 -U 0
X.16 - Xej? go0

Xeil - Xe3 go 0
xei2 - Eek4 <= 0
Xei3 - Xek5 <= 0
X014 - Xak6 <2 0
XelS - Xek7 -S 0

*SeteLtite cannot be put "on lhotd" In V 3.:

xajl + Xaj2 + Xaj3 + XaJ4 + XajS Xaj6 + lal? wa
Ebjl # Xbj2 4 Xbj3 + Xbjd. + Xbjt # Xbj6 + Xbj7a
Xcji + Xcj2 + Xcj3 + Xcj4 + XcjS + XcJ6 + Xcj? =1
Xdji + Edj2 + Xdj3 + Xdj4 + XdJ5 + Xdj6 + W17? -
Xcii.4 X~j2 + Xej3 + XeJ4 + XeJ5 + Xej6 + Xej7= 1

*SIABSISARF processing time (2 months):

XskI - XamP2 42 0
Ea~cZ - Em*3 40 0
X&Ok - xam4. t 0
Xak!. - Xarn5 - 0
Eak5 - 1MA6 - 0
Xak6 - Ean go 0

Xbkl - Ibm ' 0
Xbk2 - Xbx3 420
Xbk3 - Xbm4 to 0
Xbk4 - Xbm5 to 0
Xbk5 - Xbrn6 - 0
Xbk6 - Xbm7 go 0

Xckl - Xcm2 go 0
Eck? - Xcrn3 'z0
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Xck3 - Xcm4 - 0
xck4 - xcmS -0
Xck5 - Xce6 43 0
Xck6 - Xcm7 -3 0

Xdkl - Xd2 0
Xdk2 -X0s3 - 0
Xdk3 -Xdm4 go 0
Xdk4 -Xdv5 - 0
XdkS -dm - 0
Xdk6 -Xdm7 4- 0

Xekl - Xeia2 - 0
Xek2 - Xem3 4z 0
X~k3 - xem4 4= 0
Xek4 - Xe,.5 go 0
Xek5 - Xa.6 '3 0
Xak6 - Xem? - 0

SeteLLite cannot be put Oon hoLd" in StMA8/t='ARF:

XaLl * XaL2 + XaL3 + Xa14 + XaL5 + XaL6 4 Xal7 a30
XbLl + XbL2 + XbL3 + xbtI. * XbLS + XbL6 + Xbl7 z0
Xcii + XcL2 + XcL3 + XcL4 + XcLS + XcL6 + XcL7 v 0
Xdii + XdL2 + XdL3 + XdL4 + XdL5 + XdL6 + Xd(7 a30
Xe~l X*L2 + Xe13 + XaL4 4 XaL5 *XeL6 + XeL7 a 0

*PAD processing time (2 months):

xeel - Xao2 -. 0
xwni2 - X803 go 0
Xusi3 - Xao4 4z 0
Xaao4 - Xao5 go 0
Xax5 - x~o6 go 0
Xam6 - Xao? 0

Xbml - Xbo2 0
XWi~ - Xbo3 go0
XbK3 - Xbo4 go0
Xbm4 - XboS is 0
XbaS - Xbo6 to0
Xbei6 - xbo7 - 0

Xcml - Xco2 to 0
xcm2 - xco3 tz 0
Xcm3 - Xc*4 is 0
XCM4 - XC05 -: 0
Xcm5 - Xto6 - 0
Xcm6 - Xco7 go0

Xdml - Xdo2 go0
Xdm2 - Xdo,3 - 0
Xdin3 - Xdo4 is 0
Xdrs4 - Xdo5 -3 0
XdmS - Xdo6 go 0
xdm6 - Xdo7 g 0

Swal - Xt,)2 in 0
Xem2 -Xeo3 0
Ord3 - Xeo4 '30

We4 - Xeo5 vz0
Xem5 - Xeo6 go 0
Xem6 - Xeo7 to 0

*Salellte cannot be put "on hoLd' oni PAD:

Xei + Xan2 + Xan3 + Xan4 + Xan5 + Xan6 + Xan? 0
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xbml + Xbn2 + Xbn3 + Xbn4 + Xbn5 + Xbn6 + Xbr? = 0
Xcnl + Xcn2 + Xcn3 + Xcn4 + Xcn5 + Xcn6 + Xcn7 a 0
Xdnl + Xdn2 + Xdn3 + Xdn4 + Xdn5 + Xdn6 + Xdn7 = 0
Xenl + Xen2 + Xen3 + Xen4 + Xen5 + Xen6 + Xen7 a 0

*

Process cannot be coipteted unless started by t=3:
*

xai7 a 0
Xbi7 a 0
Xci7 = 0
Xdi7 a 0
Xei7 a 0

Xai6 a 0
Xbi6 a 0
Xci6 a 0
Xdi6 = 0
Xei6 = 0

xai5 x 0
Xbi5 = 0
Xci5 a 0
Xdi5 x 0
Xei5 a 0

Xai4 2 0
Xbi4 a 0
Xci4 = 0
Xdi4 m 0
Xei4 a 0

*

t SateLLite Launch Windows:

* Satetlites A, B, E launched at end of time 6 (start :f 7):
XaaS + Xao6 a 0
Xbo5 + Xbo6 = 0
Xeo5 + Xeo6 - 0

* SatoELite C Launched at end of time z 5 (start of 6)
Xco5 + XcoT z 0

* SateLLite 0 Launched at end of time = 4 (start of 5)
Xdo6 + Xdo7 = 0

Statistics-
LP83 Version 5.00a
Machine memory: 61.0K bytes.
Pagable mmemry: 402K bytes.
Objective Function is MAXIMIZED.
VariabLes: 245
Constraints: 221

176 LE, 45 EQ, 0 GE.
Non-zero LP elements: 925
Disk Space: OK bytes.
Page Space: 425K bytes.
Capacity: 52.0% used.
Estimated Time: 00:09:56

Iter 94
SoLution Time: 00:00:48
ALTERNATE SOLUTIONS
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Appendix D: Reduced Launch Optimization Linear Programs

Launch Prioritizmtion (Reduced Version)

DEFINITIONS:

L launch Decision Variables - Go/No Go: A, B, C, D, E
-Time Period of Launch: A _, 8_, C _, D_, E

(time = 5: beginning of month 9, or end of month 8)
(time a 6: beginning of month 11, or end of month 10)

! (time : 7: beginning of month 13, or end of month 12)

utility(K-A) = .452
utiltity(K-8) = .64
utility(K-C) = .377

I utility(K-D) = .386
utility(K-E) = .450

MAX .452 A + .6448 + .377 C + .386 0 + .450 E

SUBJECT TO

AS + A6 + AT - A a 0

B5 + 56 + 87 - 8 , 0

CS + C6 + C7 - C a 0

05 ÷ D6 + 07 - D = 0

ES + E6 + E7 - E a 0

AS + A6 + A7 -= 1

95 + s6 + 87 '< 1

CS * C6 + C7 4= 1

DS + 06 + 07 c" I

ES + E6 + E7 1

PAD 40/41 Capacity:

AS + 85 + CS + D5 + ES -: 2
A6 + B6 + C6 + 06 + E6 - 2
A7 + B? + C? + 07 + E7 - 2

I SATELLITE LAUNCH WINDOWS:

A5 + A6 a 0
55 + 86 a 0
CS + c7 = 0
D6 + 07 0
ES + E6 a 0

END
LEAVE
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LP OPTIMUM FOUND AT STEP 7

OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE

1) 1.8590000

VARIABLE VALUE REDUCED COST
A 1.COOOOO .OcO000
B 1.000000 .000000
C 1.000000 .000000
D 1.000O0O .000000
E .000000 .002000

AS .000000 .000000
A6 .000000 . 000000
A7 1.000000 .000000
85 .000000 .000000
96 .000000 .000000
B7 1.00OO0 .000000
C5 .000000 .000000
C6 1.000000 .000000
C7 .000000 .452000
05 1.000000 .000000
D6 .00000 .000000
D7 .000000 .452000
ES .000000 .000000
E6 .000000 .000000
E7 .000000 .000000

ROW SLACK OR SURPLUS DUAL PRICES
2) .000000 -. 452000
3) .000000 -. 644000
4) .000000 -. 377000
S) .000000 -. 386000
6) .000000 -. 452000
7) .000000 .000000
8) .000000 .192000
9) .000000 .377000

10) .000000 .386000
11) 1.000000 .000000
12) 1.000000 .000000
13) 1.000000 .000000
14) .000000 .452000
15) .000000 .452000
16) .000000 .452000
17) .000000 .000000
18) .000000 .000000
19) .000000 .452000

NO. ITERATIONS- 7

RANGES IN WHICH THE BASIS IS UNCHANGED:

084 COEFFICIENT RANGES
VARIABLE CURRENT ALLOWABLE ALLOWABLE

COEF INCREASE DECREASE
A .452000 .192000 .002000
B .644000 INFINITY .192000
C .377000 INFINITY .377000
0 .386000 INFINITY .386000
E .450000 .00200 INFINITY

AS .000000 INFINITY .000000
A6 .000000 .000000 INFINITY
A7 .0000000 .192000 .0O0200
55 .000000 .000000 INFINITY
A6 .00000 INFINITY .000000

67 .000000 INFINITY .19vD2 0
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CS .000O00 .000000 INFINITY

C6 .000000 INF INI TY .000000

C7 .0000o0 .452000 INFINITY

05 .000000 INFINITY .000000
06 .000000 .000000 INFINITY

D7 .000000 .452000 INFINITY

E5 .000000 .000000 INFINITY

E6 .000000 INFINITY .000000
E7 .000000 .002000 INFINITY

RIGHTHAND SIDE RANGES
ROW CURRENT ALLOWABLE ALLOWABLE

RHS INCREASE DECREASE
2 .000000 1.000000 INFINITY
3 .000000 1.000000 INFINITY
4 .000000 1.000000 INFINITY
5 .000000 1.000000 INFINITY
6 .000000 1.000000 .00m000
7 1.000000 INFINITY .000000
8 1.000000 1.000000 .000000
9 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000

10 1.000000 1.000000 1.000OO0
11 1.000000 INFINITY 1. 000O0
12 2.000000 INFINITY I.000000
13 2.000000 INFINITY 1.000000

14 2.000000 .000000 1.000000
15 .0000oo .000000 .000
16 .000000 .000000 .000000
17 .000000 .000000 .000000
1 .000000 .000000 .000000
19 .000000 .000000 .000000
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SLaunch Prioritization (Second Remuced Version)

I u(K-A) = .452
! u(K-9) * .644
I u(K-C) a .377
i u(K-D) = .386

u(K-E) a .450

MAX .452 A + .644•8 + .377 C + .386 D + .450 E

SUBJECT TO

A =I

C I3

0 '

E '
A + 8 + E '--2

END
LEAVE

LP OPTIMUM FOUND AT STEP 4

OeJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE

1) 1.8590000

VARIABLE VALUE REDUCED COST
A 1.000000 .000000
a 1.000000 .000000
C 1.000000 .000000
0 1.000000 .000000
E .000000 .002000

ROW SLACK OR SURPLUS DUAL PRICES
2) .000000 . 00000
3) .000000 .192000
4) .000000 .377000
5) .000000 .386000
6) 1.000000 .000000
7) .000000 .452000

NO. ITERATIONS= 4

RANGES IN WHICH THE BASIS IS U1CHANLED:

08J COEFFICIENT RANGES
VARIABLE CURRENT ALLOWABLE ALLOWABLE

COEF INCREASE DECREASE
A .452000 .192000 .002000
B .644O000 INFINITY .192000
C .377000 INFINITY .377000
D .386000 INFINITY .386000
E .450000 .002000 INFINITY

RZGHTHAND SIDE RANGES
ROW CURRENT ALLOWABLE ALLOWABLE

RHS INCREASE DECREASE
2 1.000000 INFINITY .000000
3 1.000000 1.000000 .000000
14 1.000000 INFINITY 1.000000
5 1.000000 INFINITY 1.000000
6 1.000000 INFINITY 1.000000
7 2.000000 .000000 1.000000
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THE TABLEAU
ROW (BASIS) A 6 C D E

I ART .000 .000 .000 .000 ow0
2 SLK 2 .000 .000 .000 .000 -1.000
3 a .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000

4 C .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000
5 0 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000
6 SLK 6 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000
7 A 1.000 .000 .000 .000 1.000

ROW SIK 2 SLK 3 SLK 4. SLK 5 SLK 6
1 .000 .192 .377 .386 .000
2 1.000 1.000 .000 .000 .000
3 .000 1.000 o00o .000 .000
4 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000
5 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000
6 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000
7 .000 -1.000 .000 .000 .000

ROWd SLK 7
1 .452 1.859
2 -1.000 .000
3 .000 1.000
I. .000 1.000
S .000 1.000
6 .000 1.000
7 1.000 1.000
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